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Not In Years Such An Event

‘I'

Hand Made Linens

[ •••
Truth Is the highest thing that
••• man may keep.—Chaucer.

.«.
8£ .«.

A Remarkable Purchase From a
Leading Importer—On Sale At

Cyrus H. K. Curtis, publisher, has
contributed $100,000 to the Welfare
Federation of Philadelphia, the larg
est single gift in the history of the
organization.

A New York importer, who imports fine linens from many lands wished
to close out quickly many hundreds of pieces. The Senter Stores purchased
the entire lot . . . and now offer the savings to our customers. Ihe selling
begins tomorrow. Included are some of the most exquisitely embroidered
linens we have ever displayed . . . filet cut-out and mosaic patterns ... all
worked by painstaking expert fingers in far away lands—Italy, Japan, China
and the Madeira Islands. You will surely want to share in this event.

— I 5x24 Cross Stitch Towels
—14x14 in. Venice Cutwork Nap
kins
— 12x18 Cross Stitch Oblongs

3 for $1.00
—18x36 in. 18x45, J 8x54 Filet
Scarfs
—18x18 in. Grass Linen Napkins
—6 in. Round Venice Doilies
—12x12 in. Venice Cutwork Doil
ies

.4 for $1.00
—12x18 in. Filet Oblongs
—12x12 in. Cross Stitch Napkins
—12x12 in. Italian Emb. Napkins

12 for $1.00

.«.

GOOD WORK GOES ON

Astonishingly Low Prices

SEE
And Hear The

NEW CROSLEY
RADIO

$1.00 each

2 for $1.00

.».

—54x54 in. Filet Squares
—45x45 in. Filet Squares
—36x36 in. Filet Squares
—Chair Backs, 10 for
1.00
—18x72 Backs, Chinese Filets
—•36x36 Grass Linen Squares
—5 Piece Grass Linen Bridge Set
—7 Piece Grass Linen Oblong set
— 18x36 Madeira Scarfs
—18x45 Madeira Scarfs
—18x54 Madeira Scarfs
—36x36 Italian Linen Squares
—15x24 Mosaic Towels
Mosaic Pillow Cases
—Maderia Linen Emb. Baby Pil
lows

The “Buddy”
$64.50
Complete
Installed in your home

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST.

AUTHORIZED
CROSLEY DEALER

130Ttl39

DANCE

$1.95 each

At

—72x90 in. Filet Spread

Odd Felows Hall

—Ilxll in. Madeira Napkins
—14x14 in. Grass Linen Napkins
— 12x18 in. Grass Linen Oblongs

Thursday, October 30

6 for $1.00

—6 in. Round Filet Doilies

ROCKLAND

Kirk’s Orchestra
128-130

This advertisement mentions only 26 different items.
different items—a really large purchase.

■

The lot contains 61

Come early on this sale.

DANCE

sentEr crane company

WE ARE NOW SERVING

Steaks Chops Fish
Regular Dinners

Wessaweskeag Grange
Hall

EVERY FRIDAY

ENERGETIC MEN IN EVERY
tow nand village can earn big
money selling seeds. Experience
unnecessary. Steady work.
Write for particulars
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass
130*133

AT THE ’KEAG
Supper 5 to 7
Auspices
South Thomaston A. A.

Kirk’s Music

AT VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES
Al QUALITY AND SERVICE
The Regular Dinner is Increasingly Popular At

THE ORANGE AND BLACK

\\ ms

The small Sandwich Shop is Open Daily at 6 o’clock
TRY OUR DELICIOUS GRIDDLE CAKES AND COFFEE
Let us cater to your next party. We can readily handle up to 35

129-130

BOSCH
9250.

“THERE IS NOTHING FINER
THAN A

If you are thinking of buying a radio, don't fail
to hear the BOSCH

Prices from $119.50 up
Let us demonstrate a set in your home

COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION
C. O. BORGERSON, Prop.

Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 149

Stanley Boynton, transcontinental In about 20 minutes the motor was
In connection with the cement may at least facilitate the mainten
plant matter just now under discus ance of a normal calcium content of flyer reached Kansas City, Mo., yes- ! cleaned off and Boynton took off for
sion. we further quote Plant Mana the blood, or perhaps cause a super
ger Sonntag: .
saturation in the venous blood of the terday afternoon, and was still there ! Kansas City by the way or Moline
‘‘There appears to be a consider pulmonary arteries and a final pre this morning, awaiting favorable J where he stopped for gas. He exable misapprehension,” he says, “as cipitation of lime salts in the dis
to the nature of the dust that leaves eased tissues of the lungs, thus aid weather before proceeding to Phoe I perienced good weather and tail
winds half way. The winds shifted
the stacks at the cement plant. In ing the healing of tuberculous lesions
nix, Ariz.
the note in your Tuesday's issue by calcification.
into the northwest and was strong,
nothing was said about this, and a
“Whether or not this is the cor
Fog delayed his departure from making it very rough and bumpy,
good many people seem to think that rect explanation, two facts stand out Detroit Tuesday morning. The mo
making it one of the worst days of
it is true cement dust. This impres in the present investigation. In the
sion should be corrected by a state first place, we were unable to find ment a favorable weather report was flying he had experienced. The
ment of the facts.
any case of tuberculosis which ap- received he took off for Chicago young aviator flew from Moline to
“Portland cement can not be made peared to have resulted from ex- where he arrived at 2.35 (e«.t.) Kansas City by compass as there were
commercially at a temperature below 1 posure to the dusts generated in the Tuesday afternoon, and where he
no land marks. His good angel was
2700 degrees F. This is a dazzling manufacture of Portland cement.
I white heat, too intense to be looked ' Secondly, there seemed to be no was warmly greeted by some fellow watching over him, however, and he
] at with unprotected eyes. At this tendency for the arrested cases to members of the Crescent Beach made a prompt and successful land
temperature the cement raw mate- pecome active.
Colony. He spent the night in Chi ing at the Municipal Airport. The
rials begin to melt, and become sticky : "If cement dust exerted a detrl- cago at Hotel Alexandria.
time from Chicago to Kansas City was
and roll together in little balls. A mental influence, we should expect
On Wednesday morning Boynton 3 hours and 32 minutes. The plane
substance that is plastic is not dusty, ’ to find among employees who had
and none of the stack dust can come had definite tuberculosis lesions checked out from the Chicago Muni was left at the Curtiss Airport for
from this zone of intense heat, and so : which had become inactive, a light cipal Airport, with Kansas City, Mo.,
the night.
is not cement. It actually contains ing up of some of the inactive
about 60% of lime, the balance being lesions; and among those who for his next stop, facing cross winds, The elapsed time from Rockland to
clay and alkalies, mostly potash.
entered the industry with active tu but weather conditions generally Kansas City was 12 hours 38 minutes.
“As to the lime, it is an undeniable berculosis, an acceleration of the good.
While the Western flight has been
fact that all the farming land in progress of the disease.
While taxiing the motor backfired attended by numerous delays it is
this vicinity needs liming, in spite of
“Although 12 of the 23 men diag
the fact that some of it is underlaid nosed as tuberculous were under our and caught motor and carburetor on elapsed time which counts, and Cap
with limestone. The lime in the observation for three years, none of fire. Mechanics rushed with ex tain Wincapaw of the Rockland Air
dust, instead of being harmful to the the cases appeared to progress un tinguishers and put it out immedi port told The Courier-Gazette yes
soil, is really of benefit to it in sweet favorably during this time. Of the
ening it and making it more work two cases which were active, one be ately. The affair caused great ex terday that Boynton was well ahead
able. The land really needs more came quiescent before the close of citement.
of Robert Buck's record.
lime than it gets from the dust, and the study. The other, as previously
there are a good many tons of waste stated, undoubtedly had the disease
lime at the cement plant that any for a number of years before he
VAN AUSDOLL IS SLIM
one may have gratis if he cares to began work in the cement plant. He
come and get it.
was examined several times, and at
“The stone from which Thomas each examination the disease showed
ton cement is made contains about little evidence of having progressed; And He Squeezed Through the Bars of County Jail—
1% of potash. At the highest tem nevertheless, the case terminated
But His Chances Were Slimmer
perature of a cement kiln potash is a fatally in March 1926.
vapor and leaves the kiln with the
"Although our observations are
gas and dust. It is in this way con based on a comparatively small num
A sensational escape from Knox toilet bowl out of place and directly
centrated in the dust, of which it ber of men, the conclusion seems
makes up about 4%.
warranted that Portland cement does County Jail at 1.30 yesterday after-*! behind It was an open space in the
“Potash is well-known as an essen not, either in its primary irritation noon proved of little avail to Van bars perhaps eight inches in width
tial plant food. Thousands of tons of the respiratory mucous membrane,
are imported every year from Ger or in the production of pneumonoco- Ausdoll, the fugitive, for he was re- and about a foot in height. Through
many for use in fertilizers. During niosis, incite the development of pul captured in Brunswick a few hours \ this small aperture the prisoner
the war, when this source of supply monary tuberculosis, and that the later and was back in hls cell at the squeezed his way into thc outer corwas cut off and prices soared, many progress of either inactive or active hour when most folks are retiring, j ridor, and making his way to the
cement mills sold their flue dust to cases of tuberculosis does not appear
Van Ausdoll, who hails from out High street side of the jail pried
the fertilizer manufacturers. Some to be affected by the inhalation of
Illinois way, is one of the Lincoln I away a bar which had once before
treated it chemically and recovered cement dust."
pure potash from it. The present
County prisoners committed to Knox been sawed, but reinstated by a
price of German potash makes its
County Jail about seven weeks ago, "splicing" method.
“ON MY SET”
recovery from stack dust uneconomi
pending the action of the Lincoln
With this bar absent an ordinary
cal. but the fact remains that it is an
Calvin Coolidge, former Presi
excellent fertilizer, supplying lime
County grand jury. He is charged \ mortal could not have escaped, but
dent
of
the
United
States,
will
be
to sweeten the soil and potash as a
with the larceny of $70 from an A. j Ausdoll repeated his performance^
the principal speaker at the Mas
plant food.
& P. store in Boothbay Harbor.
[ and his escape was apparently not
• • • •
sachusetts Republican
rally
He is only 17 years old, and of ab- 1 observed although in plain sight of
broadcast tomorrow night at 8
“Getting back to the matter of
o’clock through WNAC, direct
normally slight build—a fact which three residences,
public health, we may make certain
from the Mechanics Building.
he was able to capitalize yesterday in I Ausdoll made his way to the head
quotations from a recent Govern
*•**•*•••
an escape that seems almost ir.credi- of Limerock street, where he took
ment publication, Public Health
In the interesting and unique
ble.
Bulletin No. 176. dealing with health
possession of Roy Ulmer's coupe.
series the Armstrong Hour is fea
of workers ln a Portland cement
turing in weekly broadcasts,
Ausdoll was in “solitary” for the Via Union and Augusta he made his
plant. It says:
given by the wives of famous
reason that he had already shown way to Brunswick where he fell into
“Those who had positive signs of
men, Mrs. Florenz Ziegfleld,
symptoms of attempting to escape. the hands of Chief Edwards, who
an arrested lor inactive) tuberculo
known to us as Billie Burke, will
sis were able to work in the dusty
Yesterday at 1.20 he was allowed the notified Walter J. Fernald, night
tell us tomorrow evening about
atmosphere without any apparent
some of the home habits of her
use of the interior corridor which is deputy at the local station. He was
harm to these old tuberculous
husband, who is known as the
equipped with toilet facilities.
brought back to Rockland by
lesions. According to Sleeswijk, it is
country’s most expert picker of
Taking advantage of the jailer’s Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and Spe
a matter of old experience that, in a
American beauties. The broad
preventive as well as a curative sense,
temporary absence he pulled the cial Deputy Phillips.
cast is over WBZ at 10 p. m.
lime exerts a favorable influence in
*•**•••••
respect to tuberculosis of the lungs.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, asso
Inasmuch as the blood is at all times
the salvation of God through Jesus
ciate professor, English depart
THE BOY AUCTION
nearly saturated with lime salts, re
Christ, and shall have the joy of
ment, Massachusetts Institute of
peated doses of a calcigerous dust
watching the transformation of men's
Technology, of “snob” fame, is
Drama Sermon At Methodist lives through the power of His in
giving a series of broadcasts on
spirit. I will give him a de
“What’s What in Books" over
Church Unique and Inter dwelling
cent wage and a modest Support.
WNAC, to take place Sunday
TO
And finally his chief compensation
esting Affair
afternoon, immediatly following
will come from knowing that he has
the Catholic truth period and
Sunday evening service at the lifted a little of the world's troubles,
preceding the Sunday concerts of
Methodist church was unique and that he has shared its griefs and
of the New York Philharmonic
unusual of interest. In place of the woes for the sake of others, that he
Orchestra. There will be 13 in
FROM ROCKLAND
usual sermon by Rev. Mr. Kender has proclaimed the cure of sin and
all, and his opinions will cover
dine, a drama-sermon, entitled, "The the secret of the more abundant life,
American literature, from the
Boy Auction,” was presented, in and that he has ministered unto some
light fiction to biographies; from
BY STEAMER
which the worth of a boy is dramati of the least of these for whom God
humor to the most hair-raising
cally set forth. When first presented cares."
detective stories; educational
Freight and Passenger Service
in the Simpson M. E. Church of Min In addition to the drama-sermon,
treaties to religion
neapolis it was shown to two audi music was presented by the choir and
Last passenger sailing to Boston
ences on the same Sunday, each the young people's orchestra whose
leaves Rockland Friday, Oct. 31, at
number "Youth and qeauty" was ad
numbering
1800. The cast:
TO LET
mirably done. Several gospel hymns
Auctioneer ... ..... Rev. Jesse Kenderdine
8 P. M.
y
were sung by the congregation. The
Upper Tenement of
Christian Business Man ...........................
............... Rev, Herman Winchenbaugh large audience expressed warm ap
Freight service will be continued
Modern House at
Salesman ......................... Parker E. Worrey proval of the interesting experience.
Y M C A. Secretary ........... Ralph U. Clark
throughout season. For full infor
GLENCOVE
Sunday School Teacher .... Leroy Chatto
Sport
..... ,........................... George W Gay
THE LIONS CLUB
For particulars, inquire of
mation apply ticket agent.
Physician ................... Dr. H. V. Tweedie
The aid of a stereopticon was again
Minister
........................... Oeorge B Orcutt
C.
S.
GROTTON
For Reservations apply Wharf Office
Boy ....................................... Winfield Chatto invoked yesterday to furnish enter
at the
As the scene opens, the auctioneer tainment for the Lions Club. The
Orange and Black
is shown with the boy standing on a speaker was R. C. Wentworth, coun
Main St, Cor. Park
Rockland block beside him. The auctioneer ty agent, and the views told interest
The house may be purchased at a sets forth the lad's physical and ingly some of the more important
reasonable figure
mental endowment, saying that he is phases of the farm bureau work, es
steamship lines
129-131
a good average child, healthy, men pecially the eradication of scrub
tally alert and normal in every re bulls and diseased plants. Yester
spect. and then in turn each bidder day's guests were Leon W. Sanborn,
makes his bid, not in dollars and manager of the Vinalhaven branch
cents, but in words telling what his of the Security Trust Co., and J. G.
particular vocation in life has to of- Thompson of the cement company, a
for the boy. Each in turn makes an member of the Lions Club in Cape
eloquent plea, the Christian business Girardeau, Mo. The music includ
man saying that the lad would have ed some impromptu numbers bv
the respect and high regard of his members whom the tail-twister had
community by coming with him; the drafted for that purpose. A letter
salesman stating the advantages of was received from the Curtisshis profession; the Y.M.C.A. secre Wright Flying Service and its local
tary setting forth the satisfaction of manager, Capt. William H. Winca
training young man for clean living, paw thanking the club for its assist
mentally and physically; the Sunday ance in making the recent airport
School teacher with the opportunities dedication a success. "It is a great
for inspirational religious training pleasure to work with such a body of
—
at the
for the young; the sport who inso men who have the whole interest of
their city at heart," wrote Capt.
|
TILLSON AVE. MINIATURE GOLF LINKS
lently sets forth the hilarious pleas Wincapaw.
ures, excitement and gayety that at
tend the life he leads; the physician
with the opportunities afforded for YOUR FAVORITE POEM
healing the sick, and finally the min
If I had to live my life again I would
=
at 8.00 o’clock
ister, whose plea carried a vital mes have
made a rule to read some poetry
sage.
and listen to some music at least once
g
GRAND OPENING OF MAINE’S MOST
“In the name of the Church of a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
Jesus Christ I ask for that boy. I loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
=
BEAUTIFUL AND DELIGHTFUL INDOOR
want to make a Christian minister
SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY
|
LINKS
of him. I will train him in unselfish She walks
ln beauty, like the night
helpfulness and honest service. I Of cloudless climes and starry skies.
2
The Last Word in Putting Surface, Lighting,
will bring to him the problems of all And all that's best of dark and bright
Meet In her aspect and her eyes;
the people. I will lay heavy respon Thus
=
Decorating and Variety of Play
rnellowd to that tender light
sibilities upon him. I will put the Which heaven to gaudy day denies.
=
Special Putting Exhibition Between
_ raw material in his hands out of
shade the more, one ray the less.
S DICK SKINNER, Eastern Massachusetts Champion = which public opinion is formed. I One
Had half-Impair'd the nameless grace,
will
make
him
the
private
adviser
of
Which wanes ln every raven tress.
==
and a Local Celebrity
_ mayors and magistrates. I will take Or softly lightens o'er her face;
thoughts severely sweet express,
|| Rockland’s Most Interesting Social and Sporting
him into the homes of the rich and Where
How pure, how near their dwelling**
the
poor
where
sorrow
and
death
place.
2
Event of the Season
have come, there to minister with
on that cheek, and on that brow.
EE
Doors Open at 7.30 for an Inspection
comfort and consolation. I will And
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent.
teach him to build the Kingdom of The smiles that win. the tints that glow.
1! Souvenirs For A11
Everybody Welcome
Heaven down here among the garb But tell of days ln goodness spent.
at peace with all below,
age heaps and wailing places of hu A Amind
heart whose love is Innocent!
manity. He shall proclaim to men
-Lord Byron.
SlIIIIIIIIIIIIIB

BOSTON

EASTERN

Price, less tubes,

For Those Who Enjoy Quality

Plant Manager Sonntag Quotes Health Authorities As To And Stanley Boynton’s Departure From Kansas City Is
Deferred—Ahead of Buck
Its Harmless Character

Stromber$J-Carlson~
r

r IS in the simple aria, in melody unadorned,

that all music and all radio reproduction must
pass severest ci iticiam.
And it is hl music so simple in its form that
every note individually can be appraised, that
Stromberg-Carleon reproduction startles by its
actuality—and its quality.
The No. 10 Deluxe low console is proportioned
to harmonise with the modern apartment of
limited space. It uses 7 tubes, 4 of them Screen
Grid. Walnut finish cabinet.
JiLstfro fo tht Stronthorg-Carlsnn Hour
Mondav Evenings in a Coast to-Coast
Broadcast over tho N. B. C. Bluo
Network and Associated Stations.

SHAPIRO BROS.
Tel. 1060-M
51 TILLSON AVENUE

ROCKLAND

|

MEET MISS MINIATURE GOLF

|

“THE NATION’S

I

SWEETHEART”

| SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER l i

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THRFE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 30. 1930.
Personalis7 appeared Frank S. Lyddle
who on oath declares that he is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and thnt of the issue of this paper of
Oct. 28, 1930. there was printed a total
of 6,268 copies.
Notary Public.
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POISON BAIT URGED

Albert

K.

Gardner

Offers

Some Timely Advice To

“We're not so good at fore
casting election results, but just
try us out on a style-forecast."

—says Gregory's.

the Farmers

ry - i w «
''Field mice injury to orchards can
be controlled by using a poison bran
For to me to live is Christ, and to mixture, and now is the time to do
die is gain.—Phil. 1:21.
it," says A. K. Gardner, former
Rockland man who is now crops spe
There died last week Danny cialist at the University of Maine.
Doherty. He was the son of Irish
"Destructive work of rodents is
At/./?/CWT- IF it's not
parents who came to Rockland in seldom noticed until spring after the
TOO PERSONAL, WHERE
those early days of the immigration damage is done, and it is always saf
DID VOU GET THA Tfrom Ireland. Was he the last of est to assume that they are present
GOOD LOOKING
that generation of the city's Irish and provide for their control," he
COATIN
people—he was in his 83rd year—or warns. Recommended bait is made
THE market
arc there others yet living, children according to a formula prepared by
of the original immigrants? Of the U. S. Bureau of Biological Sur
FOR OUT MYSELf
those flrst comers here, whose births vey.
lie recorded in the ancient registers
SAME place I GET
"Poison bait stations are scattered
of Ireland's churches, we believe throughout the orchard, one under
ALL NW STURF
there is none now to be found. They each tree, and are sheltered slightly
were a hardy and adventurous peo with a handful of weeds or other
GREGORY'S
ple. driven through the stress of debris from the orchard. If properly
famine to leave the Ould Sod for the used in bait- stations there is no
newer land of opportunity. Here danger of poisoning poultry or other
they began another life under condi birds about thc orchard. Gardner
tions of a strict poverty, worked says. It is now possible to buy tbe
hard, acquired homes, husbanded mixture ready prepared and each
their earnings, and sustained by county Farm Bureau in the import
WELL - ,
those Irish qualities of fearlessness ant orchard producing sections of
DON'T
BE
and good humor won their way into Maine are collecting orders for the
the going life of the town. Some of material.
SURPRISED
them later found place among the
"Poison should be distributed in
IF VOU
most honored of its citizens. The the orchards not later than Novem
later generations of them are so ber 20 for best results." he adds.
SEE ME
merged with the community as that
COMING
only their names now survive to indi
BROADCAST FOR FARMERS
DOWN
cate the race from which they
sprang. Nevermore upon the attent Some Interesting Topics To Be Dis
THE
ear falls the delightful accents of the
cussed Over WBZ In the Early
PIKE
brogue. We can recall few things
Afternoon.
IN ONE
that have given us more regret to
part with.
JUST
Farmers who tune in on the radio
Saturday afternoon—12.30 to 1.30—
LIKE I T
Former Gov. Baxter's views upon will hear some Interesting broad
the direct primary are well known casts. The station principally avail
and always interesting to listen to able in this section is WBZ. The
when he restates them, as he did at program follows:
The Home Demonstration Agent—
Brewer last week. The Portland
Evening Express in its editorial C. B. Smith. Chief Office of Co-oper
If you have been thinking that
review of Mr. Baxter's arguments ative Extension Work U. S. Depart
perhaps the old o’roat will do—
makes a point or two that we believe ment of Agriculture.
you need only to try on one of
Standards
of
Living—Why?—
difficult to refute. N8 one can turn
our comfortable garments, to
his back upon the fact that ours is, Madge J. Reese, Field Agent, West
learn how out of the question
and of necessity has to be. a govern ern States.
youfr idea is.
The Farm Woman Improves Her
ment of parties. Nor can anybody
You'll fiud some mighty good
with half an eye fail to sec that the Home—Clara Brian, Home Demon
values here this week for $25.
primary has pretty nearly succeeded stration Agent, McLeon County,
to $35. and for $10. and $50. the
in destroying, in Maine and else Bloomington, Ill.
cream of the crop.
where. party loyalty and solidarity,
Home Demonstration Work has
qualities absolutely essential to effi Helped Me—Eliza Keates Young.
GREGORY’S
cient party achievement. The Ex Milton, N. Y
116 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
press editorial can be found in an
Music—Provided by the Homeother column.
•teaders. the staff orchestra of the
National Broadcasting Company's
If interested in things of ancient studios at Chicago.
The prosperity slogan adopted by
times, one may find gratification in
CUSHING
being shown a number of articles the city of Grand Rapids is a good
which Col. Milton H. French has one for all of us—“It Isn't the size of
lately brought to light from his col the dog in the fight, but the r. .e of
Halloween school play and supper
lections. Several of them are docu the fight in the dog."
at
town hall tonight. Thursday, by
ments hoary with age. among them
teachers and pupils of districts 2. 3
a copy of the New England Courant,
UNION
published in Boston in 1723 by Ben
Storer-Collins Post held its annual and 4. proceeds to be used for school
jamin Franklin. Those were the meeting Tuesday evening and elected association.
early times of Franklin, before he these officers: Commander. M. C.
had left New England to win fame Stephenson: vice commander. May
and fortune in far-off Philadelphia, nard Hills; adjutant. Maynard Lucas;
there to found the Saturday Evening
Edward Alden: fi
Post, which Cyrus H. K. Curtis sergeant-at-arms,
officers, Clarence Leonard; his
should come to render even more nance
Alvah Ames: chaplain. John
famous to a world-wide public two torian,
SATURDAY MORNING, NOV. 1
Howard; service officer, George Cam
hundred years afterward.
eron. An invitation has been ex
10.00 O'CLOCK
tended to Winslow-Holbrook Post of
It is some time since Maine has Rockland to Install the officers Nov.
AT COMMUNITY PARK
seen a case for libel brought against 1 at Union. All ex-service men.
ROCKLAND HIGH
a newspaper in any such amount as Spanish War and World War veter
$50,000. the figures named by former ans are invited to attend irrespec
vs.
Governor Brewster in suit he has tive of membership in the Lesion.
MADISON
HIGH
filed against the Portland Pub
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Marks nt Bath
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
lishing Co., basing his action on spent last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
130-lt
statements made in a leading edi George Cameron.
torial in the Portland Press Herald
Aug. 24. 1929. during the campaign
Preceding the referendum on the
omith-Carlton bill.

FOOTBALL

It Is not out of place to remind that
in two months the world will again
be celebrating Christmas. Already
the season cards are found upon
display. We know of a person who
has his already in hand, signed,
sealed and ready to deliver in early
season to Uncle Sam's mails. There's
forehandedness. There's the sort of
man you never have to wait for at a
committee meeting. The world could
stand a lot more like him.
A large supply of apples has been
received by the Salvation Army.
Ensign Fox is storing some, to be
used later in the winter, but there
are a good many bushels to be dis
posed of now because of lack of stor
age room. Any people needing help
can have a supply by calling between
9 a. m. and 12*noon Friday. Those
applying must take their own bags.
Better look over your recent art
purchases. These collectors who
have been gypped to the tune of forty
and fifty thousand dollars for pic
tures and china worth only a hun
dred or two illustrate the necessity
of a wise caution in the field of col
lecting.

The recent rains have done a good
job for the farmers' wells, but there
is need of a lot more of it, the farm
ers tell us. We understand the
artesians behaved finely all through
the drouth. Doesn't every farm in
these progressive times have its
artesian water supply?

Lewiston Journal—"Rockland's city
matron has sent out her call for
home-knitted kittens, saying she
disposes of them in quantity.” For
the benefit of those who may be mys
tified bv this item, let it be said that
what Miss Corbett wants is home
knitted mittens.
It is always a delight to see the
school children parading ,the pub
lic streets to thc martial strains of
the Boys' Band. They should on
such occasions, however, bear in
mind that in marching, it is the right
foot that marks the time.

Two things the amateur writer of
poetry ought to keep inflexibly in
mind. The lines should be equal in
syllables and the rhyming ends of
them should rhyme. Think it over
before offering your wares to the
public.
Several unsigned communications j
have been received this week, which
fact accounts for their non-appear
ance. One had to do with a marriage ),
in New York. The Courier-Gazette j;
Simply requires a guaranty of good
/bat is the man in the p w like
in he becomes the man in the
■et?—Rev. Paul Scherer, D.D.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
OUR BASEMENT
DEPARTMENT
Is a store by itself, as we have such a large assortment of desirable and use
ful articles, a few of which are listed below.
66x96 Black Plaid Single Blankets, ea........ 78
66x80 Black Plaid Part Wool Double
Blankets, each ................................... 3.95
70x80 Beacon Plaid Part Wool DoubBe
Blankets. 5.00 value ........................ 3.95
80 Square Percales, 36 in. wide, new pat
terns; yard ............................... ............. 2&36 Fancy Percale, new patterns; yd........... 15
Broadcloth Striped Shirtings, 50c values
yard ............................................... ....... .38
Non Run Lingerie, vest, bloomers, etc. .58
2 for ................................. ................... 1.00
Simplicity Dress Patterns; each ................15
36x50 Extra Heavy Crib Blankets, plain
pink, blue or white, 1.50 value............. 1.00
Infant’s Plaid Blankets, pink, blue .......... 25
36 in. Fancy Flannelette; yard................... 25
58c Peter Pan Prints, to close; yard ......... 38
54x76 All Wool Plaid Steamer Rug for
auto robe; each .................................. 5.50
Large assortment of Hand, Sewing and
Waste Baskets
x
Patchwork Pieces in pound bundles, lb. .25
Over Print French Cretonne; yard ............ 45
36 in. Fancy Cretonnes;; yard.................... 25
27x54 Reversible Woven Rugs, all colors 1.00
Betty Bright Floor Mops, self wringing .98
Mirro Aluminum Biscuit Pan, 65c value .45
2 Quart Mirro Aluminum Percolator.
2.25 value; each .................................. 1.83
7 inch Mirro Handy Fry Pan, covered;
each ..................................................... LOO
Candlewick Bath Mats, hand made..... 3.95
36x36 Fabrikoid Table Covers, colored
borders; each ......................................... 38
54x54 All Linen Colored Bordered Table
Covers: each ....................................... 1.00
36x36 Hand Embroidered Bridge Set. all
linen; each ......................................... 1.95
54x54 Waterproof Stainless Table Cloths,
pink, blue, gold: each ........
2.95
36x36 Cross Stitched Table Set ........__ 459
68x63 All Linen Damask Pattern Cloth 2.63
20x20 In. Napkins to match ................ 3.48
Linen and Lace Trimmed Scarves, all
styles........................ ...................... 1.00 up
Large lot Russian Lace Pieces........all prices
72x90 Russian Lace Bed Spread ............. 3 59
36 in. Fancy Rayon Flat Crepes .68 and .85

c.vcry-\ziner-Lzay

' public like ours. It fixes responsi
THE PRIMARY LAW
■liifcllW
BliilBil
bility and gives the voters something
to tie to. Nobody denies that this is
Portland Editor Discusses true. Then why should any plan
Some of Gov. Baxter’s that encourages party government
and strengthens party loyalty be re
garded for that reason as inimical to
Views Thereon
good government?
It may be that that question can
[Portland Evening Express]
be answered, but we have never seen
Former Governor Baxter reopened ; it
answered.
the question of the direct primary
law in an address at Brewer this aft
—
Don't forget Pleasant Valley
ernoon in which he discussed the Grange Fair, Friday, Oct. 31. Baby
subject in a reserved and eonserva- show, supper, entertainment and
tive manner. In his address the dance.—adv.
127-130
—
former governor indulged in no fer
Capt. Frank Bullock has hauled up
vid flights of oratory or demagogic
appeals. He favors the present law his fishing boat, Lelma Mae at
and attempts to defend his position by Snow's, and returned to Northport.
reason and logic. He admits that th? He has had a successful season
| law has its defects which should be
Axel Gronnos, Northend boat
remedied, but the defects which he
concedes are matters of minor detail, builder has begun work on a 32-foot
which do not affect the general express cruiser for Josef Hoffman,
the famous pianist who summers In
proposition.
Seriatim, Mr. Baxter takes ip Camden. Mr. Gronnos is moving
fro m640 Main street to 6 Cottage
the arguments commonly advanced street.
against the law and replies to them,
also with well known and oft repeat; ed arguments. We have been dis- Way to Get At a Cold
! cussing this law in Maine for some
decades and he would indeed be a Is Through the Bowels
: genius of originality who could
The New York Times says their last Sunday concert there equalled if not
evolve any new arguments on the , As soon
ex.
_
_
„
as
I
.
,
you
catch
vcold,
UIU
j tho
VII po•res
subject either pro or con.
ceeded the performance of the N. Y. Symphony Orchestra
close; perspiration is checked,
d.
Gai
a
ses
Especially the Governor dwells oti and waste ean’t escape through the
the plan that has been considerably skin4 That’s why your doctor's first
discussed of allowing convention advice in case of colds is a mild lax
nominees to be placed on the ballot ative like eascara. Medical author
without petition. He is opposed to ities agree it actually strengthens
this he says, for reasons which as it hoieel muscles. You get eascara in
seems to us favor the plan.
its most pleasant form in candy Cas
Under this plan it has never been carets.
proposed that other candidates
Remember this when you catch
would not have the right to a place cold; whenever breath is bad; tongue
on the ballot by petition as now. coated; or you're headachy, bilious,
All Seats Checked for the Evening
Nor could it be said that the voters constipated.
Why resort to harsher things when
would not be as free to vote for any
Auspices of Chamber of Commerce
one candidate as now. If they liked Cascarets activate the bowels so
the convention nominee they would quickly, so harmlessly and pleasantly
vote for him. If they preferred an —and cost only a dime?
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other. they would vote for him. That
_ ————
- - - -_~
I -•,?____ 1 i'l'ilJ'u! !.'Hl.mli!lhu*l> ■llllihl
____________
,r
gfzizrazjaigra2rarararazjBizjafgraamarararaaraararerarai?_
we suppose will be admitted.
'.I
Mr. Baxter's argument against the
plan is that a convention endorse
ment would make the condidate re
ceiving the same too strong, giving
him an advantage over a candidate
or candidates who had only petition
backing. Party loyalty he says would
prompt many to vote for the candi
date who had been favored by the
convention delegates. We would
imagine that would be so and would
hope that It would.
But to say that a plan should not
be adopted because party loyalty
might prove too strong a factor ln the
elections is the same as saying that
party loyalty is a thing to be dis
couraged. Now while Mr. Baxter has
never been accused of lacking ln
lcyalty to his party, the fact ls that
the chief reason that those who are
opposed to the direct plan of mak
ing nominations take the position
they do is because they believe that
the direct plan weakens partyaucugui.
xney 1101a
strength. They
hold tnat
that governgovemment by parties is the only form of
government that can succeed ln a rjr

45x45 Russian Lace Table Cloth............. 2.00
36 in. Plain Flat Crepe, pastel colors;
yard ........... . ................... -....................... 38
81x99 Bleached Sheets .../........................ 100
42x36 Bleached Pillow Slips; each ............. 25
40 in. Unbleached Sheeting; yard ............ 10
81x105 Rayon Jacquard Bed Spreads, all
colors ..........................~................ . ..... 2.50
Candlewick Spreads, single or double
size
................................................ ^_2.50
Colonial Spreads. 80x105; 5.00 value...... 3.95
Cretonne Spreads, full size..................... 1.28
Draperies <3 pieces) to match; set............. 78
36 in. Fancy Outings; yard ........................25
8 Hanger Cretonne Garment Bags ...... 1.00
Week-end and Overnight Cases .. . all prices
High Grade Rayon Puffs, wool filled ....10.00
Quilted Bedspreads, 72x84 .... ............... 3.95
VISIT OUR REMNANT DEPARTMENT
One-half Linen Crash Shorts, colored
borders; yard
..................................... 10
M. & K. Knitting Cotton, assorted col
ors .......................................................... 12'-i
No Nik Glasses, crystal or green; doz... 1.09
Hot Oven China, new lot just arrived
Silk Hose Special to close; pair ................. 59
Children's School Hose, Round Ticket .25
Mother's Delight Children's Hose ............. 25
Camel Hair and Wcol Blankets ........... 5.50
Wool Camp Blankets, all types and prices
New lot Comforter Challies ...................... 15
18 in. Red Star Diaper .... ........................... 78
20 in. Red Star Diaper
....... ........ 88
22 in. Red Star Diaper ...........-..... ............. 98
Assortment of Books and Toys
3-Piece Japanese Refrigerator Sets;
nest .......... ..... j............................ ............ 83
Novelty Decorated Cookie Jar; each .... 1.00
Rug Patterns, tinted designs........75, 1.00 1.25
Ladies' Fall Hats......................... _... 1.50, 1.95
Silk and Rayon Print Dresses ........ 5.95, 9.50
Ladies' Coats, Tweeds, Astrachans ......
,............................... ............ 18.50 to 25.03
Children's Coats, sizes 2 to 6 ... ............ 5.00
Camper's Jackets for boys and girls...... 9.50
Leatherette Raincoats, all toTors ........... 4.65
Ladies' Tweed Knickers ........................ 1.95
Percale House Dresses .......................... 1.00

Telephone and Mail Orders Filled
As Soon As Received

Band

45 ARTISTS

Americas Premier Band Organization
First Appearance in Maine

Strand Theatre,Rockland
Wednesday, November 5
Afternoon and Evening Concerts

Afternoon Concert, 2,15,
Children’s Concert, 4.00,
Evening Concert, 8.00,

$ .75
.25
$1.00 and $1.50

YOU SALE

More Great Values Are Offered
Fancy Sugar Cured Hams
Swift Premium
Armour Star
lb. 27c
The lowest price in many years.

Buy a whole ham during this sale for winter use

We are Cutting
Native Little Pigs
FRESH SHOULDERS,
PORK STEAK,
FRESH HAM, Whole,
MIXED FRESH PORK,
OUR FAMOUS SAUSAGE,
FRESH PIG’S FEET,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

I
;
I
J
J
1

SteaR Sale

SIRLOIN,
PORTERHOUSE,
TOP ROUND,

‘to

lb.

Beef Sirloin
Boneless Oven Roast

Pound 43c

Boneless Corned Beef
Try Our Sourkrout

2 lbs.
' «4fc’

SATURDAY SPECIAL
Steaming Hot Brown Bread and Beans
One quart of Beans
One loaf of Brown Bread

35c

both for

A New Low Price For All Time.

A Real Money Saver
')•(

Fancy Native Fowl
A large lot to select from almost any size dressed as desired

Lean Boneless Pie Meat
Fancy Smoked Shoulders lb
PERRY’S MARKET
Newly Smoked For This Sale

Notice the Difference in Quality
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Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 31—Nineteenth annual meeting
ol Past Matrons and Patrons Associa
tion at Warren.
Oct. 31—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs William Ellingwood. Talbot avenue.
Oct. 31—Pleasant Valley Grange fair.
Nov. 3—Lady Knox Chapter's guest
day.
Nov. 3—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Harriet Levensaler. Broadway.
Nov. 4—Annual fair of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
Nov. 4—Superior Court convenes.
Nov. 5— U. S. Army Band at Strand
Theatre.
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds
annual fair.
Nov. 7—Rockport—Trytohelp sale and
play, "Deacon Tubbs," at Town hall.
Nov. 8—Limerock Valley Pomona meets
with Pleasant Valley Grange. Rockland.
Nov. IB—Annual fair of the Universa
list Church.

Nov. 26 is the date.
Janies East is enroute for Palm
Beach, Fla., where he will again be
on the staff of "The Breakers.'
Norman W. Lermond, curator of
Knox Arboretum, starts today for
Florida, where he will devote the win
ter to scientific research.

Knox County Jail is pretty well
filled at the present time, the number
of prisoners being 23. Eight of the
inmates are from Lincoln County.

Hall-hour car service will be main
tained on the Highland line Friday
for the Pleasant Valley Grange fair
from 10.15 a. m. until after the dance.

Page Three
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RUMBLE Retiersible

AUTO ROBE
Made in twelve 2-color reversible combina
tions which harmonize with the various
motor car upholstery.

Each robe, contains four yards of double'
thickness High Lustre Pile fabric.

RUMBLE robes are a remarkable combi
nation of lustrous beauty, durability and
LOW COST.

$5.95
They are made full size, 70x52 inches
Weight approximately 5 pounds

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

A PUBLIC MEETING

A large number of citizen of
Rockland and Thomaston have
requested that I call a meeting
to discuss publicly the matter
of damage alleged to be done by
smoke and dust from the Ce
ment Plant. I therefore offer
the use of City Council Rooms
for the purpose and appoint
Thursday evening Oct. 30, at
7.30 p. m., as the time and
place. A thorough discussion of
this subject is invited.
C. M. Richardson,
Mayor of Rockland.

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
for Fall and Winter Needs

Friday 0ct.31,Saturday Novi, Monday Nov.3, Tuesday Nov.4

The fire department was called to
160 Pleasant street yesterday for a
brisk blaze in the house owned and
occupied by Bertie F. Smith, a lime
corporation official. The loss on
building and contents was around
$2,000.
The Chamber of Commerce last
night endorsed the New England
Council idea of registration of unem
ployed. A blank will appear in the
next issue of The Courier-Gazette,
which after being filled out, will be
placed on file with the Chamber.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps is serv , The auxiliary of Winslow-HolRadio listeners who have heard Al ing supper at 6 o’clock tonight, and brook Post A. L. will serve supper
Representatives from four towns
Smith ln campaign broadcasts for after the usual evening session, there Saturday from 5 to 7, with Mrs. Hazel served by the water company have
three straight nights, will tonight will be a Halloween entertainment. .Haskell and Mrs. Norah Benner in instructed City Solicitor Pike to draft
turn their attention to ex-Presider.t
I charge.
an act providing for the establish
Fred French, who was recently
Coolidge.
ment of a water district. Committees
pensioned by the Flelschman Yeast
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at will consider the feasibility and study
Community Sweet Shop at South Co., after a long period of faithful 2.30 with Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. the results of such organizations else
Hope has closed for the season. It service, has resumed his former vo I Clara B. Emery will be leader; sub- where
will be a source of satisfaction to the cation of barbering at the Northend. ject, The pledge: What is It? Why
friends of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell,
j sign it?
It doesn't take much to start a
the proprietors, to know, that they Miss Annie Povlch, ticket-seller
story in Rockland, or anywhere else,
will remain in South Hope this win at Strand Theatre was stricken
New entries at the Rockland Com for that matter. Yesterday Howard
with appendicitis Tuesday, and yes
ter.
Dunbar of Willow street received
terday underwent an operation at mercial College include Miss Clara A.
of Rockland for the day a telegram that he had drawn one jn
Encouraged by Indian Summer Knox Hospital. The latest report is Tuttle
school, and Harold Gross of Rock of the horses which was scheduled C>
weather this week a Dorothy Perkins favorable.
to participate in the Canadian Army
land
for the evening school.
crimson rambler owned by Mrs. Jen
and Navy sweepstakes in England.
The
Speech
Readers
Club
meets
nie Mank of 22 Bay View Square has
“We have visitors in the studio This offers assumption that he will
started in blossoming all over again. Friday afternoon at 2.30. Miss Eliza from Rockland, Me., tonight,” an win something, but no word has been
By way of proof a cluster of buds and Hannegan of Portland will conduct nounced Big Brother during his received as to the amount. Meantime (
blossoms was left on the Indian Sum classes In speech reading. Any ; broadcast over WEEI last night. He some speculative gentleman wore the nil
one Interested In this work is invited
mer editor's desk yesterday.
gave the names of “Mrs. Strout and lead from a pencil in figuring that he
to attend these meetings.
daughter.”
would "probably" receive $23,000.
Roy Latham, who was prominent in
Everybody hopqs for Howard’s sake
It took a little while for the word
High School athletics a quarter cen
There will be a public supper at the
the statistician is correct, but
tury ago, is in the city for a few days, to get around, that Monday was Methodist Church, Nov. 8 from 5 that
Howard, himself, thinks that possibly
looking up some of his Spanish War Navy Day, Then the flags broke out to 7 p. m. for the benefit of Tyler the
two figures may be. Mean
buddies. Mr. Latham is adjutant of and Main street again put on its , School, Grade Five. These children timefirst
a cordon of bond salesmen will
the Maine Department of Spanish atmosphere of gaiety. We love to see I range from 8 to 10 years of age and probably
be drawn around the Dun
War veterans, and is arranging for the flags, when there is a real occa are workers. It is hoped there will be bar homestead.
an inspection of Ralph Ulmer Camp. sion for showing ’em.
liberal patronage.
He is in the shoemaking business in
Thomas Chisholm, Albert Orff,
DANIEL DOHERTY
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brock, well
Harry Blckmore, Ardrey Orff, Harold
The
death of Daniel Doherty
known
residents
of
the
Southend,
Miss Gretchen Fletcher of Belfast Marshall, Loring Orff and Fred
marks the passing of a well known
is to give a dancing school at the Sherman constituted the formidable will keep open house at 25 State resident of The Meadews. The de
Saturday from 6 p. m. to 10
Copper Kettle Nov. 8 and already group of big game hunters now op street
m., the occasion being their 40th ceased who was 82 years old on his
has a considerable registration. She erating at the upper end of Moose p.
wedding anniversary. Neighbors and last birthday, Feb. 4, was a son of
will continue the school for 10 weeks head Lake. Home folks who have a ■ other
John and Mary iHanrahan) Doherty,
friends are invited.
closing with a recital. Miss Fletcher liking for venison have great ex
who came from the old country, his
has been very successful with her pectations.
Knott Perry, who has been home mother having been a sister of the
Belfast classes being known as a
from Sailors’ Snug Harbor the past late Cornelius Hanrahan who was
competent teacher and graceful so One of the many features of the seven months, returned to that in one of the foremost Irish residents of
annual fair of Pleasant Valley
loist.
Grange to be held Friday will be the stitution yesterday. He has put in this section.
some good licks with rod and reel
Mr. Doherty was a lifelong resi
The East Union dance fracas to baby show taking place ln the after during his stay at home, and returns dent
of Rockland, and for many years
which this paper made reference noon. In addition to the sale of to the harbor the picture of health.
was
identified
with the quarrying of
articles
and
exhibits,
there
will
be
Tuesday resulted that day in a Mu
limerock.
He
was foreman of the
a
supper,
entertainment
and
dance.
nicipal Court trial when Ralph CecA bloody-mouthed mackerel shark, quarry at Blackington's Comer when
Master
F.
L.
S.
Morse
is
general
chi of Camden was arraigned for
exhibited at Perry’s Market yester he was only 17. Eventually other en
displaying firearms without being li chairman.
day, attracted awe-stricken atten terprises occupied his attention, one
censed to carry a revolver. The girl
tion.. It weighed between 400 and
them being a market on the site of
who had gone to the dance with A group meeting designed for the 500 pounds and was caught by of
the present Hastings dry goods store j
Methodists
of
Camden,
Rockport,
Cecchi concluded to ride home with
Charles
Ware
and
James
Bray
near
He was alsff in business for a while at i
someone else, and in the ensuing ar Rockland, Thomaston and Union is i Owl's Head.
the corner of Park and Main streets
gument a revolver is said to have taking place today at thp Methodist
the express office is now lo
been produced by the respondent. He Church under the direction of Rev, ! An outstanding feature of the where
The latter days of his workwas disarmed by Doris Williamson of A. I. Oliver, district superintendent. Pleasant Valley Grange's annual I cated.
ing career found him an employe of
sessions occur at 2 and 7 p. m..
Rockland. A fine of $15 and costs The
fair
which
takes
place
Friday
after

the Limerock Railroad machine shop.
with supper at 6 o'clock served by
($13.04) was inflicted.
He retired two and one-half years
the Ladies' Aid, which wlli be public. noon and evening will be the baby
show from 2 to 3. There will be four ago on account of ill health, and had
The ladies of the Universalist Im
classes
—
6
months
and
under
,
6
Under the direction of District Su
j been confined to his bed since the:
provement Society are holding open perintendent
A. I. Oliver, a group i months to 1 year, 1 year to 2 years, first of the present month.
house Friday afternoon from 3 to 5 meeting for Methodists
and
2
years
to
3
years.
Two
cash
of Camden,
Mr. Doherty was a hard working
in the church parlors, as a recogni
Rockland, Thomaston and prizes will be presented in each class. citizen, universally liked because of
tion of the help given them in mak Rockport.
Go
and
take
your
baby.
will be held in the Methodist
his abundant good nature. He is sur
ing possible the new heliopore floor Union
recently, laid ln the vestry. An in Church this afternoon and evening, Officials of Eastern Steamship vived by his wife, who was Lettie
vitation ' is extended to the general at 2 and 7. Burt T. Hodges of Bo Lines announce change in schedule Morton of Rockport; three sons—
public to attend and inspect the ves livia will be present; also Dr. George of sailings to Boston to the effect Ralph E. and James H. of Rockland:
try and parlors in their new attire, L. Davis of Boston and Miss H. Louise that the last passenger sailing of the and Charles F. Roxbury, Mass.; one
featuring floor, curtains, paper, Perry.
season from Bangor and way land daughter, Mrs. Ella Flynn of Rox
paint, etc. Particular credit is due
will be made Friday. The Com bury; two grand-daughters, Mrs.
Dr. C. H. Jameson flew to North ings
the improvement committee for the
pany
announces that regular all year Shirley Holt of Rochester, N. Y.; and
work which involved a large sum of Haven Tuesday to attend Frank freight service will be in effect to Miss Gladys Doherty of Thomaston:
money making necessary many ac Morlan, who, ln falling 12 feet from Boston, Bangor. Bar Harbor, Brook and two great granddaughters, Betty
the top of a hen-coop had broken a lin, and way landings. Information Lou and Hetty Leah Holt; and one
tivities and concentrated effort.
rib, which ln turn had punctured one regarding sailing times on the vari brother, John E. Doherty of Rock
The November •term of Superior of his lungs, a touch of pneumonia ous lines can be secured from the land.
The funeral services were held at
Court commences next Tuesday. The resulting. Dr. Jameson is finding jlocal ticket agent.
St. Bernard's Church, requiem high
grand jurors will report, as usual, aviation very practical as 50 percent
on the opening day, but the traverse of his flights thus far have been on
Yesterday was Knox County day mass being said by Fr. O’Gara. The
jurors will not report until Thursday medical errands.
in Law Court at Portland two cases bearers were Raymond Robishaw.
morning. Clerk Griffin foresees a
being argued. One was Henry de Bernard Fitzgerald, John Moulaison
light civic docket, but a plentitude of Miss May Johnston has been elect Rochemont vs. the Camden & Rock and Thomas Costello and the burial
criminal business. Already docketed ed president of the 1931 class of land Water Co., with Charles T. was in Thomaston.
hygienist at the University of
are 19 appealed cases and nine bound dental
Pennsylvania, a signal honor richly Smalley for plaintiff and Alan L.
Pleasant Valley Grange Fair Friday
over cases. Wednesday is usually deserved.
Miss Johnston who passed Bird for the defendant. The other at the Grange hall. Talbot avenue.
naturalization day, but this term the the State of
case was Ada B. Comstock, in equity
Maine
Board
of
Dental
cases will be heard on Saturday fore Hygienist before leaving for the vs. the Maine State Prison. Mrs. Supper and entertainment 50 cents,
—adv.
noon to accommodate the naturali University
her work very Comstock claims compensation for
zation commissioner. There are pend much and enjoys
promises to meet with the death of her husband, the late A 20-lb. turkey will be given free
ing five applications for citizenship marked success in the line she has Hiram A. Comstock, Ingraham for
papers. Justice Harry Manser of Au chosen.
plaintiff; Richard Small of Portland to the holder of the lowest score be
tween now and Nov. 1, 10.30 p. m., at
burn will preside
for the defendant.
Fireproof Garage 18-hole indoor golf
Leon W. Sanborn, manager of the
A 20-lb. turkey will be given free
At the recent annual meeting of course. Adults are eligible for thc
to the holder of the lowest score be Vinalhaven branch of the Security the Sunshine Society these officers contest. Price as usual, one cent a
129-130
tween now and Nov. 1, 10.30 p. m.. at Trust Co. came to this city last week were elected: President, Mrs. Geor hole.
Fireproof Garage 18-hole indoor golf to Indulge in bird hunting as one of gia Aylward; flrst vice president, Mrs.
BORN
course. Adults are eligible for the the diversions incidental to his an Lizzie Smith; second vice president,
—Rockland, at Knox Hospi
contest. Price as usual, one cent a nual Vacation. His wife meantime Mrs. Lena Merrill; secretary, Mrs. THURSTON
tal.
Oct.
26,
to
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
was stricken with appendicitis, and
hole.
129-130
Leona Risteen; treasurer, Mrs. Myra Thurston, a son.
was brought immediately to Knox Dyer;
—Vinalhaven. Oct. 25. to Mr.
chairman work committee, BOC.REN
Hospital, where a successful opera
and Mrs. Frank Bogren (Marlon Ly
tion was performed. Mr. Sanborn Mrs. Aurelia Bray. Thirty-seven ford) a daughter. Phyllis Joan.
Is remaining here and his son Her meetings were held during the year, SIMMONS—Rockland, at Knox Hospital.
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Sim
bert Is at the Vinalhaven bank 334 calls were made on sick and shut- Oct.
At g. P. HALL
ins; 20 comforters were knotted and mons. of Thomaston, a daughter.
meanwhile.
—Razorvllle. Oct. 24. to Mr. and
nearly $200 was expended for the DUTTON
Mrs. Harry Dutton, a daughter.
needy. One rummage sale and one MORSE—North Hope. Oct. 15. to Mr. and
WITH THE BOWLERS
cooked food sale were held.
Mrs Frank Morse, a daughter. Joaa
Elaine.
7.30 o'clock
A
Rockland
bowling
team
out

Classes Now Registering
The Willing Workers committee of
MARRIED
classed a Belfast quintet at $he Star
Old and New Dances Taught To alleys Tuesday night, the margin of the Universalist Church met in the WINBERG-TUTTLE—Plalstow. N. H.. Oct. jl
church vestry Tuesday afternoon,
26. Lloyd Herbert Winberg of Taunton.. ==
All Ages by
victory being 83 pins. Rogers had with Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and Mrs. T.
and Miss Mildred M. Tuttle of RockMISS BERTHA McINTOSH
the highest string and total, but was C. Stone as hostesses. The next
land.
— Rockland. |
For further information call 1092-J given a good battle by Norton. The meeting will be Tuesday. Nov. 4, for WINCHENBAUGH-ACHORN
Oct. 28. by Rev. Herman Winchen- j rj
summary:
130-lt
baugh.
Gabriel
Winchenbaugh \of ' fH
an all day session with noon-day
Rockland—Rackliff 481; Howard luncheon. The members of this
Rockland and Miss Natalie Achorn of i
Jefferson.
450; Norton 502; Phillips 460; Rogers committee are: Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb,
510; total 2,403.
Why suffap torture* from Rheu
Mrs. Frank Tirrell Jr., Mrs. L. E. Mc
DIED
I
Belfast— D. Staples 450; Fowles Rae, Mrs. Hervey Allen, Mrs. Don
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
FISH—Burkettvllle, Oct. 27. Mrs. Mary
468;
King
436;
O.
Stapes
489;
total
Fish.
lar Lamenest, Sprains and Bruise*
ald Leach, Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Mrs.
2,320.
when
T. C. Stone, Mrs. Karl O'Brien. Mrs. JACKSON—Orff's Corner.
Oct.
Charles Jackson.
W. H. Rhodes, Mrs. Linwood Rogers,
Basement
—
Dress
Coats
in
sizes
14METHYL BALM
Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs., Walter
CARD OF THANKS
20, fur collar and cuffs black, green H. Butler, Mrs. Adelbert Miles, Mrs.
will bring almost instant relief?
We take this method of expressing sin
and blue. Very special at $22.50. E. W.| Peaslee, Mrs. Horace Lamb. cere
gratitude to all who have been so
A scientifically compounded ex
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.—adv.
kind to us during the Illness and since
Mrs. Joseph Brewster, Mrs. B. G. the
death of Daniel Doherty. We wish
ternal application that should be
Hagerman, Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr., especially
to thank those who sent floral
in every home. Sold only at
Mrs. Rupert Stratton and Mrs. Har offerings.
FOOD
SALE
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty.
Auspices of Candy Table Com old Jackson.
Johnston’s DrugStore
mittee of Universalist Church
OF THANKS
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1 \
The usual baked bean supper will We wish CARD
to express our sincere thanks
Sent Poat Paid on receipt of price
2.00 P. M.
be held by the Auxiliary at Legion and appreciation to our relatives and
78 cent*
the utility shower given us.
F. J. SIMONTON CO. STORE
! hall. Saturday Nov. 1. Price 35 cents. friends for
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank
tttt
129-130
I —adv.
v
130-131

DANCING CLASSES
Every Monday Ev’g

.

We Give
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

Our Annual FALL SALE of New, Dependable Merchandise

The last passenger sailing to Bos
ton from this port will be at 8 o'clock
Friday night, instead of on Saturday
night as had been previously an
nounced.

Waldoboro.

IMONTON’

We Give
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

I

Lowest Prices in Years

—

Greatest Values in Years

STORE-WIDE
SALES
--------- A Few Values Shown Here---------Blanket Department
Single Sheet Blankets, plaid,
size 66x76; each ......................79
2 for ..................................... 1.50

Size 70x80; each ...................... 89
2 for .................................
1.75
One case Gray Blankets, regu
lar size; 198 value. Sale price
per pair ................................ 1.59

Full size 66x80 Two-Tone Plaid
Blankets, 3.50 value; each.... 2.98
Part Wool, Single Plaid Blank
ets, full size; each ............... 1.59
2 for ..................................... 3.00

Part Wool Single Plaid Blank
ets, full size, with satine bind
ing, 1.39 value. Sale price,
each ........... . ......................... LOO

Domestic Department

Sheets and
Pillow Cases
Full size 81x99 Sheets,
colored borders, hem
stitched, 1.50 val. ea. $1.19
2 for .....................2.35
Pillow Slips to match
81x90 Sheets, 1.25 val. .98
81x99 Sheets, 1.39 val. 1.19
42x36 Pillow Slips ......
5 for ...................... l.oo
42x36 Pillow Slips......
4 for ...................... 1,00
42x36 Pillow Slips......
3 for ...................... l.oo

Towel Dept.

Outing Flannel
Gowns
$1.25 Outing Night Robes ....... 1.00
$1.50 Outing Night Robes ..... 1.25
$1.98 Outing Night Robes ....... 1.59
$2.25 Outing Night Robes ....... 1.98
Outing Flannel Pajamas
Ladies', Men's and Children’s

All Specially Priced

Regular and Extra Size

Rayon Underwear

Hosiery Dept.

Wonder Prints, 36 inches wide; 4
Special Prices on all Rayon Underwear
yards for ........................................ 1.00
For This Sale
Punjab Prints and Best Percales; 5
yards for ........................................ 1.00
Silk over Wool Hose,
Outing Flannels, 36 inches wide,
1.00 value. Pair.......... 89
fancy, 25c values; per yard...............17 $1.00 value for, per pair......
.59
2 pair for .............. 1.75
6 yards ............................................. 1.00
36 inch Outing, 20c value; 7 yards
for................................................... 1.00
Silk and Wool, full
40 inch Unbleached Cotton; 8 yards
fashioned Hose, 1.50
$1.25 value for .........................
.79
for .................................................. 1.00
2 for ......
im
value. Pair ........... 1.00

Fabric Gloves

Dresses

Curtains and Draperies
Ruffled Voiles

Full Fashioned All
Silk Hose, our Spe
cial. Pair .............. 1.00

Cretonnes

All white Curtains with
tie backs; very spe
cial. Pair .............. 1.00

A few pieces only, val
Full Fashioned All Silk
ues up to 39c per
Humming Bird Hose.
yard. Sale price...... 18
Pair ....................... 1.35

Long

Tapestry

Turkish Towels, 5 for 1.00
Ruffled Curtains
Turkish Towels, 4 for 1.00
Of cream voile with
Turkish Towels, 3 for 1.00
colored figured val
Turkish Towels, 6 for LOO
ance, for this sale
per set ....................... 79
Linen Towels, 3 for.... 1.00
Linen Towels, 4 for .... 1.00
Special Values in
Part Linen Towels, 5
Tapestry
for........................... l.oo
Couch Covers

Upholstery Tapestry,
Full Fashioned Import
50 inches wide. Per
ed Lisle Hose, a new
special. Pair ......... 1.00
yard ........... 1.39 and up

Tapestry Valance

New Georgette Hose,
A new value in scal
dull finish. Pair.... 2.25
loped fringed Tapes1
try Valance. Per
yard ............................ 98

F. J. SIMONTON CO. rajgjzrejarerejajznren
*

Announcing
Opening of Our 17th and Our
Most Picturesque Station

On Park Street, Rockland

Ye Olde Log Cabin
Saturday, November 1, 1930
Selling the High Grade Products of the Sinclair Refining Co.

Sinclair Gasoline
Sinclair Opaline Oil

Sinclair H. C. Gasoline
Sinclair Mohilene Oil (pure Pennsylvania)

We will give away, ABSOLUTELY FREE, 1 quart of oil with
every 5 gallon purchase of gasoline all day SATURDAY.
Famous and Handy will be in attendance broadcasting their slogan
“No Bull Here, No Red Ink, No Green Ink, Our
Products Need No Coloring”

Everything absolutely new and clean
Courteous Attendants at Your Service Always
Please ask us to fill your tank, then give her the gas,
and note the difference
1

United Motor Fuel Corporation
Park Street
■B!Ei!liffiitilll!lilESIIil!lli!l!BHE!CI0^

Rockland

r
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TEACHERS GALORE

WEIGHED 62 POUND£

Nearly 5000 of ’Em Attend Mrs. Thomas Estes Found
Relief ln Sarghn After
ed State Convention—Mrs.
Phillips Presents Paper

Long Illness

TENANT’S HARBOR
Alfred Morris left last Sunday lor
the Northern Maine woods on a gun
ning trip.
Mrs. Ella Alley is planning to go to
Rev Mr. Barton's for the winter.
Miss Ida Morris, R N. oldest
daughter of Frank Morris was united
Oct. 14 in marriage to Franklin Scruton, son of Mr and Mrs. A. Scruton ;
of St. Johnsbury, Vt. The very prettywedding took place at Dr. Harvey
Mansions. The maid of honor was
Miss Maude Morris and Allison Mor
ris was best man—the bride's sister :
and brother. The bride's gown was
ol blue velvet and her bouquet but
terfly roses. The maid of honor wore j
a dress of ashes of roses and carried .
crimson roses

“I have been in bad health for the
If 5000 school teachers, or nearly
15 years and for the past 8 years
that number, descended upon Rock past
1 haven't been able to do any of my
land in the same week we would be housework. In fact, most of that
considerably fussed up to know how time I was hardly able to stand on
to take care of them, but that's what my feet.
happened in Bangor, and the Queen
City lived up to its reputation if one
is to judge from the remarks made
by
the members of the large Knox
^4’xC
County delegation.
It was a Rockland teacher, bv the
way. who presided over one of the
f.
GLENMERE
departmental sessions—Miss Anna
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Simmons son
Coughlin, and one of the papers on
Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea j
that most interesting program was
iMaude Simmons) of Spruce Head :
by another member of the Rockland
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. I
High School faculty—Mrs. Evelyn
1 and Mrs. A. W. Hooper.
Butler Phillips. Here is an abstract
HEN children are weak and
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons
of her paper:
run-down, they are easy prey
who have been spending a month'1: i
♦ * • »
to colds or children's diseases. So it is
vacation at Island Falls returned I
Let us hope that the day is not
never wise to neglect those weaken
home Saturdav.
far away when educational boards
Mr. and Mrs. Thurley Hocking ing and depressing symptoms, such
will provide for a dean in every
iKatheryn Andrews) and two chil- I as bad breath, coated tongue, fretful
school of over one hundred pupils
*’ KJ
| dren of Braintree, Mass., Mrs. i ness.' feverishness. biliousness, lack of
and a dean with no teaching duties
Charles Ward. Miss Thelma Ward ) energy and appetite, etc.
in the school of more than five hun
Nkic times out of ten these things
and Albert Thomas, of Lynn arrived j
dred pupils. Until that time comes,
Saturday to attend the funeral serv- 1 point to one trouble—constipation.
MRS.
THOMAS
ESTES
however, there is much that can be
ices of the late Mrs. Sidney Andrew®, j Mothers all around you are coming
done by the high school teachers
held at the Advent chapel at Port j right out in public to tell how their
children are being relieved of this
themselves to help both the girls
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
"I gradually fell off in weight from Clyde Sunday afternoon.
and boys and the overburdened 135 to 62 pounds and was nothing but
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh closed trouble by California Fig Syrup.
complete building information
teacher-dean.
Mrs. G. C. Bottmann, 278 Con
skin and bones. I had no appetite their pastorate at the Ridge Church
Doubtless the most important duty and the little food I did eat just had Oct. 26 and left the following morn- J gress Street, Portland, says: “My
that demands the attention of the to be forced down; then I would ing to visit their daughter and her j mol her used California Fig Syrup
high school dean and her assistants suffer agony from it with griping husband at Jamaica Plain, Mass., be- i with me so I knew what to give
Margaret when I saw by her bad
is that of maintaining a general pains in the pit of my stomach, in fore going South for the winter.
oversight over the health—physical, my right side and in the small of my
Mrs. Eva Covalt and Mrs. Alice breath and lack of appetite that she
ROCKLAND, MAINE
mental, and moral—of the boys and back. My heart would get so weak Washburne were dinner guests Fri needed help.
girls in their charge. Teachers should and would flutter so fast at times it day evening of Mr. and Mrs. Frark
“She has been more than rewarded
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
BUILDING SUPPLIES
do everything
for taking Fig Syrup. It made hcr a
. ,
.possible
.
. to improve the I would frighten me. I would have Wiley.
TELEPHONE 14
physical, mental and moral habits terrible smothering spells and would
Mrs. Raymond Coombs of Isles- j well, happy girl promptly. She has a
PAINT
LUMBER
SHINGLES
of the child, and to give effective have to gasp for breath.
boro is guest of her brother Byron good appetiie now; sleeps fine and
guidance in these matters. Often a
"My circulation was bad. I would Davis, called by the illness of her j naaplenty of energy.”
great deal of good may be done by a feel just like a woman made all over father Capt. Allan Davis.
The genuine, endorsed by doctors
pleased to know thathaving entered, the late William and Georgia Me- I
EAST LIBERTY
little special study and attention to beads of sweat would stand out over
STRAND THEATRE
Morris Simmons who is attending I for 50 years, always bears the word
a hosp'ital in Bath for treatment Lain of West Appleton and a resident
™ snneren an after being ill for the past five years, of that place until early manhood ________
_______ blossoms
_______ ____
Maurice Chevalier
forth the nervous, hysterical girl; to the my forehead, and I would get blind the U. of M. was a weekend guest of ' California. All drugstores.
Jefferson A. Have
Davisaon
who
suffered an
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
ill t.,™ □
shows a slight he has derived much benefit there- when he sought employment in , inhis latest Paramount, "Playboy of g’r' whocannot concentrate
or sit
dizzy too.
pupilwho
who isover-conover-con and
CALIFORNIA
Jinrovatenr He u hXearedI for from He is steadllv
gaining, Massachusetts. He married Miss Paris,- as a miHione<~>
still: to thepupil
Simmons.
"Yes.
I
suffered
from
chronic
con

improvement. He is bemg cared lor
Mr and
R Adams whQ Allce Goodwln and settled in Fram- piclure win cash in
ceited. or has an inferiority complex: stipation for years and also had a
Mrs. Walter Barter is in Portland
by his son and wife. Mr. and Mrs
ingham. Mrs. McLain lived only fdr several reasons. Chevalier has ?re?n1erWhW^Phfmn?i.?»?M
bad. inactive 11VW' OfteI1 tim« for a few weeks guest of her sister
Elbridge N. Davis. His daughter
Watchfulness as to these ___ ih Mrs. Clayton Miller.
LAXATIVE-TONIC /or CHILDREN
Mrs. Lena Miller of'Union, also three have been at their home here the past ^ree hours foUowmg the accident , „on a big following. It has a good dreamer.
things and early advice can do much V had blll°us a tac*
Miss Edith Harris who has em
and
Mr.
McLain
died
the
following
title.
The
supporting
cast
carries
ap

grandchildren, Elias Suitter of Ran- week.
to prevent the development of very
e,.me deatblyH
t u h ployment in Thomaston is passing a 1
Wednesday
morning without regainserious problems.
bast fl,ve ^ars 1,don ‘ beI‘efve, 1 ,had
dolph, Evelyn Foss of Saco and
News has been received of the
...v
mnseinnsness Thev leave three peal.
Chevalier dominates the picture. The dean and her assistants will a,smgle nlght of, good restful s,leep' two' weeks' vacation with her parents
Oiadys Cunningham of Appieton have
“nd„,^^°y?„iH^; daughters and several* sisters and
Lain from an automobile ’ accident daughters
He is in every scene but two and he find the problem of giving educa- My nervous system was surely a Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris. They
visited him recently.
also have as guest their granddaugh
Friends of A. B. Gordon, who moved which occurred Oct. 12 in Bolton. of age and his wife was 44. His
tional and vocational advice very im- wreck 1 couldnt stand for strangers ter Audrey Simmons of Thomaston.
Get at the real cause. That’s what
from this tow-n to Newcastle, will be Mass. Mr. McLain was the son of brothers
portant.
The
discovering
of
special
|
or
e
Y
en
my
neighbors
to
come
into
The president of the ladies circle thousands of stomach sufferers are
George and Martel McLain
abilities
and
the
proper
guidance
of
m
’
_,
bouse
Nothing
in
the
way
of
started for Framingham as soon as
received a contribution towards the
pupils into courses suited to these medicines or treatments ever did me repair work on the old church accom doing now. Instead of taking tonics,
word of the tragedy was received and
or living to patch up a poor digestion,
abilities
constitute
no
small
responsian
v
good
ln
lact
’
my
condition
was
returned home Saturday. Much sym
panied by the following poem, and as tiiey are attacking the real cause of
I KNOW THE NEXT
bility
—
the
time
and
effort
taken
so
bad
none
of
m
>'
neighbors
thought
pathy is expressed for the bereaved
the donor did r.ot sign name, the so the ailment—clogged liver and dis
I WISH I NEVER
BEST THING. USE
for this work are certainly justified 1 would ever get well.
ones.
ciety takes this means of expressing ordered bowels.
if
a
boy
or
girl
can
be
saved
from
"Finally
I
decided
to
try
Sargon.
HAD TO WASH
RINSO. IT SOAKS OFF
its thanks through the columns of
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help
becoming an unhappy, maladjusted 1 ve taken 15 bottles of Sargon and The Courier-Gazette:
ANOTHER DISH!
GREASE LIKE MAGIC
arouse the liver in a soothing, healing
APPLETON
member of the community and in- about 7 bottles of the Pills. Well, it
way. When tlie liver and bowels are
Old Church on the Rid^e
Mrs Ella McLaughlin entertained
stead becomes a successful and self- 'UEl actiTi like a miracle in my case, The The
•
*. .■
performing their natural, functions,
old church steeple, long cherished
her mother Mrs. Adella Martin and
respecting member of society.
11 actually gained 63 pounds in
AZ?
by all.
people rarely suffer from indigestion
the Rev. Ardale Cross at dinner Wed
There are many other special prob- weight. As I said before. I only With its new gilded vane and Its gold and stomach troubles.
ball.
lems for the dean and her assistants. ! weighed 62 pounds when I started on May Itcolored
nesday.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
stand and be cherished for ages
Albert Pitman has finished re
Disciplinary problems are often diffi- 111 and now I weigh 125 pounds and
to come
poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feel
When
this
generation
has
faded
and
shingling his house.
cult to handle—in most cases a more feel just like a woman made all over
ing, no ambition or energy, trouble
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews ac
scientific method of dealing with again. I have regained all my May agone
kind word be said for the good , with undigested foods? Try Olive
companied by their daughter Mrs.
disciplinary matters would doubtless strength and energy and am doirg
Ladies Aid.
Tablets, tlie substitute for calomel.
Walter Carroll and her son Howard
be more effective. When a child is all my housework. I can hardly And the good men who so bravely worked 1
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are a
on
the
stage.
guilty of a breach in conduct a wait from one meal to another,
visited their aunt Belle Grant Sun
Let us all work together and do what i purely vegetable compound. Know
teacher should not ask herself, “How
"The Sargon Pills have cured me
day afternoon.
tligm by their olive color. They do
we can—
MAURICE
Y ■
an: I going to punish this offender?" of bilious attacks and constipation. A good word spoken will not be in vain. the work without griping, cramps or
H K. McCorrison and friend were
United
wc
stand
and
divided
we
fall.
I but "How can I find the cause of They are so wonderful I now feel Is a motto to cherish for one and for all. pain. All druggists. 15c, 30cand60c.
visitors at the Grant home Sunday.
this offense, and help this child to like I would like to tell the whole
Take one or two at bedtime for
L. L. Bradbury apd family with
become truly adjusted?”
quick relief. Eat what you like.
other friends of Hollis Center have
world about Sargon and the Pills.
NORTH
HOPE
IN
1 These are only a few, but some of My friends and neighbors are all
been spending a few days at A. W.
the major problems of the dean, talking^ about my wonderful recovery
The long continued drouth broke
McCorrison's.
"Playboy
Paris" j which,
through co-operation the high and I will praise Sargon as long as last week, and the resultant supply of
manages to hold the spotlight in all 3011001 teachers may do much to I live. I believe it has saved my life." water has risen wells and springs.
APPLETON RIDGE
The above remarkable statement Anyone who is not truly grateful for
them. Stuart Erwin walks in as solve.
Misses Lucy Moody. Golda Boyn of
10.000 dress-length remnants of fin
* ♦ • •
was made recently by Mrs. Thomas a bountiful supply of pure water is
the dishwashing pal of the waiter
ton. Maude Fuller and Alice Moody and
an
exception.
est
silk to be cleared by mail, regard
Estes.
68
Georgia
Ave..
Atlanta,
Ga.
grabs off a large chunk of the Outstanding among the many
were among the teachers attending comedy
Friends of George A Hall are less. Every desired yardage and col
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
glory.
Had
the
star
been
exhibits
placed
before
the
convention
the State Convention in Bangor.
to learn of his serious illness. or. All 39 inches wide. Let us send
else Erwin would have stolen was that depicting the site and de- land from The Corner Drug Store pained
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Mrs. Ethel anybody
vetoping plans of the Eastern Music Inc.; ln Warren from George H. He is at present under Observation at you « piece of genuine $6 Crepe Paris
the
picture.
Moody. Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley, Miss
Hospital. Mrs. Hall is staying i very heavy flat crepe) on approval
—makes pots and pans shine too
A French waiter is left a million Camp which is now being established Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from LI. Knox
Chrystal Stanley and Miss Ruth francs
most of the time in Rockland to be for ydur inspection. If you then wish
L. Bossa.—adv.
129
on Lake Messalonskee in Sidney.
and
can't
quit
his
job
because
Moody spent Thursday afternoon ln of a framed forfeit contract. If he The convention held many group
near her husband. She has been the to Yeep it mail us your check at only
AV/ASHING dishes is no
out bathtubs, basins, sinks. Makes
no work
work
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James Burgess. $1.9%a yard. (Original price $6 a yd).
Belfast.
W at all with Rinso! Itt’’ss aa joy
joy to
to
all cleaning easier.
NORTH
APPLETON
quits
he
has
to
pay
his
employer
sessions
for
presentation
of
papers
Congratulations are extended to Or choose printed Crepe Paris. Every
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, Miss 400,000 francs. He attempts to live and intimate discussion concerning
see the way they soak spotless in
And for the weekly wash . ■ •
The
Pentecostal
services
at
AppleMr. and Mrs. Frank Morse on the wanted combination of colors. We
Azuba Sprague. Charles Newbert and the gay life of a rich boulevardier and the common problems of the various
creamy Rinso suds. All you need
Rinso is the choice of millions. It
ton
were
well
attended
Sunday
afterbirth of a daughter at Community will gladly send you a piece to look at.
Robert Perry were in Rockland Fri continue in his position. The conse- groups. The largest group meeting
to do is rinse them in hot water;
soaks clothes whiter than they can
-------------- ,-------- — ----- .
. noon and evening with Rev. El- Hospital. Oct. 15. Joan Elaine.
day.
they dry clear and sparkling by
be scrubbed. Get the BIG package,
What colors and yardage, please? If
quences
allow
wide
latitude
for
comwas
that
given
over
to
the
Departbridge
N.
Davis,
the
pastor
as
speakMrs. L. W. Bennett entertained the you, keep it you can mail us check at
P. D. Perry is home from Palmer, edy and. as a result. Chevalier insults ment of Public School Music. This er circumstances made it impossible
themselves. No wiping needed!
sewing club at her home Oct. 22 when
Mass., for a week's vacation.
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice
gentleman and is challenged conference was attended by super- forthe Avery famnv tobe present on plans were made lor the meetings for $1.26 a yd. (Final reduction. Origin
A. G. Pitman is shingling his ato rich
as much suds as lightweight, puffed$6 a yd).
a
duel.
Erwin
and
Eugene
Palvisors
and
teachers
who
have
to
that
date,
which
occasioned
much
the coming winter. Owing to the ally
house.
up soaps—because it’s granulated
All $2 silks, $2 satins and $2 print
lette, who makes a swell cook in the teach music and was attended by regret. Word has been received by serious illriess in the family of Mrs
-----------,
---and compact. Rich, soapy, lasting
dumpy cafe where Chevalier works several hundred who listened to a
H. Miller to the effect that George Hall, one of the members. ed crepes are 90c a yd. in this sale.
Success consists in doing what you act as seconds. The duel is frus- m03t constructive program and sev- , Bro. W.
suds, even in the hardest water. No
pian
bp jp Appleton for the
meetings will be suspended for Every color. Do not ask for or buy
The granulated soap for week’s
,
set
out
to
do
or
getting
where
you
grit. Marvelous suds for washing
wash, dishes and all cleaning
trated when the daughter of the cafe eral se ections by various high school «
next gunday
thpy wU, &
from samples. See the whole piece
! wish to be. no matter where
owner busts into the middle of it , musical organizatio s.
be accompanied by a party of Chris-, Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry and E. you-are getting before deciding. We
and announces that Chevalier isn't a Election of a ticket composed tjan wor*£ frQm Portland whQ wi„ Donald Perry WMe in Rockland want to be your New York reference
rich gentleman, but merely a waiter, almost entirely of “dark horse" can- assist with the musical part of the Monday and called on friends at sq^ell us all you wish to about your,This
FBi« HiuOneoe
tan to
office and selection of
1 seli and describe the piece you want
discloses tho
the fact
to both that
that didates for
! Knox Hospital.
for the scene of the 1931 program and in other ways.
to see on approval. Write NOW. Send
they really love each other—and Portland
convention were the high lights of
no money. To advertise our silk
there you have it.—adv
the session of the General Assembly
thread
we send you a spool to match
Friday afternoon. The 216 delegates
free.
present, out of 229 who had qualified
PARK THEATRE
Bayer-Tablets
CRANE’S, Silks, 545 Fifth Avenue.
and 288 eligible,'• accepted
unaniOn the screen today will be seen ---„r
New York City
another real thriller, “The Runaway mously the following
126-125
Bride” featuring Lloyd Hughes and as presented by
-o
Mary Astor. On the stage will be committee.
nrinciQOk
seen five acts of vaudeville-which ^of t£e Lincoln Junior High
jaiafaigraramzraraiaiamznraiznri
promise real entertainment. Opening Pai oi v
nresiSatisfaction for
> l
with De Costa and Gridley, a musi- ^t°°Phi ipAH Kimball principal of
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
cal act there follows a lineup that is ^^ashington State Normal School
SHIPPERS
bound to please. One of the outMachias; second vice president.
If you want the best selling the market
scta,nd‘ng fea “rel °L.‘he?dl " !X' W. E. Lane, superintendent of schools
afforda, ship to
Sgt. McDonald, the Blind Baritone.
North Berwick; treasurer. Charles
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
former soloist with the U. S. Marine
h principal of the Fairfield
4 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
band, whose voice has been heard . .
secretary, Adelbert W.
mortvr
fimoc
nnor
etojinne
V A F1
** o
_ '
.
.
_______ >
many times over stations WEAF. Gordon of Augusta: member of
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
returns at all times. For twenty years we
WBZ and WRC. Sgt. McDonald has ! g^cutive committee for three years,
have been rendering better service to our
appeared in many Broadway produc- prQf Harry ROwe of Bates College, j
shippers. Testimonials. Quotations and tags
furnished on request.
nt.vrviice: r'eueiai
tions. Prior to his enlistment in the j
vote accepting the invitation
i National Bank.
82-Th-tf
U. S. Army in 1917 he was a member
hold the convention in Portland
■_________
of the “Floradora Sextette’ which next year was 131 to 61. Several >
naizrzjzjHiEjtUHraajHJZJEjafajaraizj
toured Cuba and Mexico. He has ap- I deiegates urged the claims of Lewis- !
peared with such artists as Ted Lewis.' ton
The superlative quality of Budweiser Barley-Malt
famous band master, Ray Samuels
and Aileen Stanley all well know’n to
Syrup is reflected in the fact that it does not contain
Prompt relief from
LIBERTY
Keith audiences. He also appeared
adulterants, fillers, substitutes, artificial coloringor
in the “Greenwich Village Follies.”
HEADACHES, SORE
artificial flavoring. It is 100 per cent pure. Its quality
Other features of the bill are Lewis , W.
■ R Cole and Robert Overlock
THROAT, LUMBAGO,
and Norton in a comedy skit. Ketch were in Portland gently.
knows no competition.
and Wilma and the “Hollywood
Mrs, Inez Leigher tdsitedher aunt
RHEUAAATISM, NEURITIS,
Since 1840 this firm baa
Behind Budweiser Malt in the big red can is the largest
p
i Mrs. John Overlock Monday.
faithfully served the families
NEURALGIA, COLDS,
organization and plant of its kind in the world—your
For Friday and Saturday the screen ! Miss Marieta Leigher o
00 ™
of Knox County
guarantee that Budweiser isThe Best Money Can Bu^.
ACHES and PAINS
holds real entertainment in one of ' was at the b01?0
b . _,egk.'
LADY ATTENDANT
the finest circus pictures ever shown.! and Mrs. E. A. Leigher o
Tel. Day 4S0;
7(1-1
"Swing High" which boasts a cast' end.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Anheuser-Busch
Howard
Leigher
and
Edward
Whitof 16 stars.—adv.
Does not harm
; aker are on a business trip in Aroostook
the heart
STICK TO THEIR WORK
Boardman Cunningham is confined
ROCKLAND, ME.
! to the house by illness.
An Increasing Number of 4-11 Club
Mrs Laura Fuller returned home
Members Are Completing Their prjday night after visiting her}
Year's Project.
! daughter Mrs. Maynard Whitaker in I
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
'
.
Bangor.
Five Maine counties report an av- 1 Mr and Mrs. Jesse Fuller. Miss J
Dentist
LIGHT OR DARK —RICH IN BODY —NOT BITTER
erage of over 89 percent of 4-Club Esther FUner, Mrs. Lolie Powell and
members completing their projects Miss Doris Overlock attended the1
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
for this year with Somerset County State convention in Bangor.
Alakes Good Foods Better
Telephone 915-M
leading with 98.9 percent, it was re
Miss Arabell Sukeforth has been j
8»tf
ported by Lester H. Shibles. State visiting Mrs. Maynard Whitaker in
]
club
leader,
University
of
Maine,
who
Rockland Produce Cot
Bangor.
has summarized the report.
, ____
Rockland, Me,
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
In addition to Somerset, reports nounced," Mr. Shibles said.
Distributors,
! were received from Hancock, Piscat-1 Increased emphasis is being placed J
Osteopathic Physician
I
aquis, Franklin and Washington. ] on the value of club members comI ^.400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
I
! "Nine other counties will soon hold , pleting their work rather than a large
ANHEUSER-BUSCH ST. LOUIS
i their county contest after which the ! membership and a possible decline in Accept only “Bayer" package which contains proven directions. Handy “Bayer"
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—AU druggists.
.1lso .Uakerjt oj Busch Exira Dry Ginger Ale
results for the State ran be an- ' the number that stay on the job. j
Telephenee 1298; Reeldtnoe M8-M

Maine Girl is
Rewarded

W

t.
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W. H. GLOVER

CO.

FIG SYRUP

STOMACH UPSET

CHEVALIER

SILK SALE

Such a help for dishes

Rinso

j Aspirin
Li

Budweiser Malt
Gets Them All
On Every Alley!

SAFE fe-

COLDS

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

BM 167

BURPEE’S

BAYER
ASPI

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN
A Halloween party will be given
Friday night at Union Church ves
try. All are welcome and a small fee
will be charged. Watch out for
witches, ghosts, black cats, etc., they
will all be there. Chairman of com
mittee. Rev. P. J. Clifford, assisted by
Mrs. Clifford, Charlotte Fifield, Ida
Libby, Louise Libby, Gwendolyn
Green, Dorothy Thomas and Ger
trude Vinal.
Mrs. Inez Conant Is visiting this
week with relatives in Rockland.
The Rainbow Club will meet with
Mrs. Joseph Headley Friday night.
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn will
preach at Union Church Sunday
morning and evening.
Mrs. Margaret Libby and daughter
Mrs. Fred Morong left Monday for
Rockport. Mrs. Morong*ftas been the
guest the past week of her sister Mrs.
E. C. Macintosh.
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and daughter
Mrs. Walter Tolman have been
spending the past week in Brewer.
Colon Mills returned Sunday to
Portland.
Mr and Mrs. E. G. Carver returned
Tuesday from Portland and Lewiston
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Saturday, Oct. 25 to Mr. and Mrs. day night, Nov 1, under the auspices pose. Already a cement floor 1500
FARM BUREAU’S ANNUAL
Frank Bogren (Marion Lyford».
1 of American Legion. Dances for old square feet has been placed, the work
A daughter Phyllis Joan was born and young. Music by the Fakers.
having been done by Fred Barker
Mrs. Arthur Arey has returned Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory and 1 and George Robbins. The interior of
from a visit with her sister Miss daughter Evelyn have returned to the building is to be newly finished, Farmers and Home Makers of Knox and Lincoln Had Very
Laura B. Sanborn at Kent's Hill.
i North Haven after a visit with rela heaters will be installed and the golf
Interesting Sessions In Warren
Miss Leola Nichols of Rockland is tives in town.
set put in place. It is expected that
the guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
1 all will be in readiness by Thanks
Matrons
and
Patrons
night
will
be
Joseph Nichols.
1 observed Monday night by Mar giving or possibly sooner.
Twenty-eight towns and communi over by President George Cameron
The Chataneet Club met Thursday guerite Chapter, O.E.S.
with Beulah Gilchrist.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Norton and NORTH WASHINGTON ties were represented at the annual of Union.
A great deal was accomplished by
Mrs. Herbert Ames has returned daughter Dorothy who have been
meeting of the Knox and Lincoln
the project leaders last year as was
from Knox Hospital where she re guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley
Maurice Lenfest and friend John Farm Bureaus held in Warren, Oct. shown by the following reports:
cently underwent an operation,
left Monday for their home in Brigh Reed
of Wakefield, Mass., accom 23, in Glover hall and town hall with
Dairy—Leader, M. P. Houdlette,
where they visited their daughter ton, Mass.
Celeste Carver who is a student at Rock-a-way Inn is closed for the panied by M. W. Lenfest, , started Ralph Wentworth, Helen Spaulding Dresden: Five pure bred bulls have
Sunday morning for a few days’ deer
Bates College.
season. Mrs. Charles Grindle and hunting in Masardis.
S.C.S. Miss Jessie Lawrence, Home been bought to replace the scrubs;
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Boutilier left son Bruce will occupy the Vinal res j W. A. Palmer, Simon Turner and D. Agt., and Miss Estelle Nason, 175 cows tested in 49 different herds;
Sunday by plane for Quincy, Mass., idence on School street during the Cleveland Hisler have finished work State H.D.A. leader in charge. The 16 men were enrolled in the quality
milk demonstration.
called by the death of their son Li winter.
1 in Winthrop, and are at home again. session opened at 10 a. m., with apCrops—Leader, Arthur Hall, Jef
onel Boutilier.
Sch. George E Klinch is at the M. W. Lenfest, assisted by William j proximately 150 present. Two movie
Alfalfa demonstrations were
Doris Hopkins has returned to dock discharging coal for Charles , Jones has just completed a fine job | films were shown—the first, of the ferson:
the principal work done in this pro
Boston.
Robinson.
1 of painting on his house and barn trip taken to Washington by State ject: 215 pounds of tested seed
Cora Vinal who has been visiting
Allan Drake and son Marshall who John C Morton of Farmington, champions of the 4-H clubs; the
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Burton Vi have been at the Breakers during the formerly a resident of this town, was j second entitled “New Woods For Old” bought in this county this year;
summer season are now located at calling on friends here last Friday. indicating how to cull out trees that
nal left Sunday for Portland.
All interested in the formation of Seaside, the home of Mr. and Mrs. I The much needed rain of Satur have reached their growth, crooked
a band of Girl Scouts or Campfire William Bray for the winter months. day night has so far filled the wells, i trees and the so-called weed trees
Vinalhaven is to have miniature ■ that no further shortage of water is ! from forest land so as to improve the
Girls are requested to meet at Union
Church vestry Sunday at 3 o'clock. golf. Rajph Brown and Dewey Brown 1 expected.
j growth and to get the most out of a
Don't miss the Halloween dance are fitting up a portion of the mill Forest Bond of Jefferson was in , woodlot.
and party at Redmen's hall, Satur on Main street bridge for that pur town Saturday.
The business meeting was presided

OUR

ANNUAL

SATURDAY, NOV.
FIFIELD CO., Inc.
MAINE

VINALHAVEN,

With all the splendid values associated with Our Dollar Day - and

many unusually attractive specials.

Space allows us to list only a few of

the hundreds of bargains in our store for Dollar Day.
One Better Value Sheet, size 81x90....

1.00

Three yards Pequot Cotton (tubing)
width 40 and 42 in.; best quality cotton
manufactured .................... :.......................... 1-00
Ten yards Unbleached Cotton, 36 inches
wide ..................................................................... LOO

Six yards Marquisette, very pretty for
curtains and covers .................................... , LOO

One 5-Piece Luncheon Set, 36 in. cover,
four napkins; colors, pink and white,
blue and white ...................... ....................... LOO

Two 2-Quart Red Rubber Hot Water

Bottles ............................................................... LOO

$1.00

Values

$1.00

Four Turkish Towels, size 20x43, with
blue, rose, green and peach borders.... 1.00

in

Five yards Linen Crash .................................. LOO

Three packages Vel Pack ............................ 1.00

Hardware Dept.

Five yards Percale, best quality, fast color LOO

Twelve Handkerchiefs, gentlemen's spe
cial bleach ...................................................... 1.00

One Galvanized Coal Hod,

Twelve Ladies’Linen Handkerchiefs ........ LOO

One Colored Flour Tin (25 lbs.) ; 1 Flour

Three yards Enamel Cloth, 48 in. wide 1.00

One Satinsheen Costume Slip; colors,
flesh, white, suntan, navy, black; all
sizes ...a.............................................................. 1.00

Women’s Non-Run Rayon Bloomers, me
dium and large sizes; color, flesh; 2
pairs ..................................................................... L00
Four pairs Ladies’ Cotton Hose, in shades
Diamie, Lighton .................................... ....... LOO

Two pairs Ladies’ Silk Hose; shades
champagne, sportan, gun metal, clairtan, meteor, radielle ........................... ........ 1.00
One Outing Night Robe, extra quality, in
white; also fancy stripe; sizes 16-17 1.00

Four Ladies’ Vests, low neck sleeveless;
low neck short sleeves; sizes 36 to 50 LOO

Two pairs Ladies Silk and Wool Hose; in
all new shades ............................................... LOO
Two Milo Brassieres (ladies’) ; sizes 32
to 46.................................................................... LOO
Four Milo Brassieres (Misses’), fancy
silk; sizes 3 Oto 36....................................... 1.00
The Smart Glove, style women will wear
this fall and winter; pair .......................... 1.00

■$=

One Child’s Outing Pajama Suit, one and

1

Cover

Lifter, 1 Shovel; all for............................... 1.00

Sifter ................................................................. 1.00

two piece; sizes 8, 10, 12 years............ 1.00

One Wood Saw, complete .........................

1.00

Two Child’s Outing Pajama Suits, sizes
2, 4, 6 years.................................................... LOO

Five Gallon Gasoline Can ............................

1.00

Twelve Quart Aluminum Combinet ......

1.00

Two Esmond Crib Blankets, sizes 30x36,
colors, pink, blue ......................................... LOO
One 12-Article Combination ....................... L00
V
consisting of

I tube Pond’s Cold Cream
1 tube Pond’s Vanishing Cream

1 bottle White Vaseline
1 bottle Hinds Honey Almond
1 bottle Mercuro-chrome
I bottle Peroxide

One Gray Enamel Double Boiler; 1 Pie

Plate.................................................................... 1.00
-..........
One Colored Enamel Dish Pan; 1 Dish
Mop; 1 Chore Boy ....................................

1.00

One Quart Can Glostone; 1-2 Pint Var-

nish .................................................................... 1.00

Two I2-Hole Muffin Tins; two 6-Hole
Muffin Tins .................................................... 1.00

1 can Mavis Talcum

Three Perfection Wicks ................................ 1-00

I bottle Mavis Powder
1 tube Colgate’s Tooth Paste

Clothes Basket; 2 dozen Clothes Pins.... 1.00

1 bar Big Bath Soap

Aluminum Percslator; 6 Percolator Tops 1.00

I bottle Listerine
1 Powder Puff

$

,

One Long Handled Shovel; 1 House
Broom ............................................................... 1.00

*

N0«T
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All

“Fresh from the Gardens”

854

In Packets and Individual Tca-Qags

! Henry F. Huse. Tuesday morning
I the remains were taken to Warren
| for services at the home of his
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
i brother Clarence M. Spear, and for
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930)
Vinalhaven Line
i burial in that town. The deceased
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily ex is survived by his wife and two
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln
Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Returning leaves daughters, Adelia Spear of North
Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct lor Vinal Haven and Mrs. Georgia Lovejoy of
haven. nrrlvlng at 3 45 P M
I Buckfield; also a sister in Warren
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

What disappointments I’ve known here,
| Beyond the sea will disappear;
j Instead of woes that make life sad,
I'll know the joys that make me glad.

Everett E. Spear

Ralph C. Wentworth, County Agent

THE

There is nothing “just as qood’’ as

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex and several brothers.
cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston i
ington at 0.55 A. M.. North Haven at 7.50
BEYOND THE SEA
A. M., due to arrive at Rockland about
9 o'clock. Returning leaves Rockland nt [ From island knoll I view the sea.
1.30 P. M., North Haven at 2.35 F M.. Wide horizons that wake in me
Stonington at 3.40 P. M , due to arrive at The thought of distant lands alar,
and gates ajar.
Swan's Island about 5 o’clock.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
Where sea and sky their colors blend,
■ Is harbor entrance to life's end:
There death unseals earth's mystery,
NORTH HAVEN
I And time becomes eternity.

*

■$
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Refuse Substitutes

Three cuttings were made ln most
cases with a yield of four tons per
acre.
Forestry—Leader, Arthur Hall, Jef
ferson: 4,500 trees were planted at
three demonstrations; one co-operaerator put in 12,000 white spruce this
year; six woodlot improvement dem
onstrations have been started using
lots of Li acre each.
Orchard—Leader, Wallace Robbins,
Hope: Thirty-one men sprayed and
reported to have applied five sprays;
they averaged 80% clear fruit.
Farm management—Leader, Morris
Hall, Damariscotta :Under this came
farm accounts, farm management
and poultry accounts.
Poultry—Leader, Henry Keller,
West Rockport: This included a Grow
Good Pullets Campaign and Accredite< flock.
4-H Club Projects, Home Econo
mics-Leader, Mrs. Harriet McDon
ald, Aina; Twenty- five clubs were
organized and twenty of that number
finishing the work; two hundred and
sixty-five boys and girls enrolled and
taking up three hundred projects;
ten local contests have been held.
Clothing—Leader, Mrs. Morris
Waltz. Damariscotta: Dressing chil
dren and re-conditioning the ward
robe were the subjects; the leader
reported twelve dresses made by the
use of foundation patterns; a dry
cleaning meeting was held at which
13 dresses, two coats, two hats, two
sweaters were cleaned.
Foods—Leader, Mrs. N. B. Hopkins,
Camden: This dealt with vegetables
for heath, child feeding, preparation
of milk and milk products; 140
recipes reported to be in use ln the
home; Camden was ranked first in
the score.
Home management—Leader. Mrs
Florence Calderwood, Burkettville:
This project had for its subjects home
furnishings, kitchen improvements,
refinishing walls, floors, curtain ar
rangement and furniture arrange
ment; sixteen labor saving devices
were purchased.
The executive board for the coming
year is the same as last year with
these exceptions: Mrs. N. F. Barrett
of Hope, club project; Parker Mc
Kellar crops projects; E. B. Denny,
of Damariscotta, dairy project; N. A.
Waltz of Damariscotta, farm man
agement project; Parker McKellar,
Warren, forestry project.
Dinner was served by the Warren
Grange and the Mystic Rebekah
Lodge.
The style show featuring winter
coats, hats, afternoon dresses .both
for adults and girls took place at 1.30
with Miss Helen Spaulding the State
clothes specialist In charge. She
called attention to the various lines
that were good and also pointed out
lines that were unbecoming. These
garments were loaned by the cour
tesy of Rockland merchants and the
mannikins or models were members
of the Farm Bureau.
The following program given by the
various members was much enjoyed:
Aina—Reading, Mrs. Harriet Mc
Donald.
Appleton—Recitation, Mrs. Edith
Gurney.
Burkettville—Extension work in
Burkettville, Mrs. Nettie Grinnell.
Recitation, Mrs. Ella Grinnell. Story
Lorenzo Linscott.
Camden—Recitation, Mrs. N. B.
Hopkins.
Damariscotta—4-H Club demon
stration of range shelters.
Montsweag—Eight Lady Members
in a Broom Drill.
Rockport—Mrs. Holbrook told of her
trip to France with the Gold Star
Mothers.
Exhibits

1. Grow
Good
Pullets—mash
feeders, model shelters and houses,
yards.
2. ^Horne Economics exhibits.
3. 4-H Clubs, home canned pro
ducts, sewing, embroidery and mend! ing, beans.
The exhibit of Spark Plug the
health animal beating the fat man’s
goat was especially good. The former
was composed of the vegetables, car
rots, parsnips, parsley, cabbages and
lettuce, the latter was made of sweets
such as jelly rolls, doughnuts, and
candy. A model kitchen and living
room was also among the display, the
j furniture loaned by the Eastern Fur
niture Co.' and the hardware by the
Rockland Hardware Co. of Rockland.
Both counties should be especially
The county club contest will be held
proud of their boys and girls who are
doing the club work, as they excell.
Tlie county club contest will held
Nov .8 at Grange hall, Camden.

The community was saoacned and
greatly shocked to learn of the death
Land ot my dreams Is over there.
of Everett E. Spear, 48. by his own : OI
hopes fulfilled and answered prayer;
act, Oct. 25 at his home on thc little j Beyond!
Where ships sail out ol sight.
Is
haven
of my soul's delight.
Thoroughfare road as reported In a
previous issue of this paper. The Friends gone before again I'll greet,
explanation is found in the fit of And with them ln communion sweet
despondency that overcam..’ him duo Forever dwell. They wait for me
to a physical and nervous breakdown. On blissful shores beyond the sea.
Sunday night with his wife and What matters then the winds that blow,
daughter he attended evening serv The storms we counter here below?
tides shall bear me safely home,
ices at the church, and during the God's
ever come.
week was about the village as usual. Where grief nor heort-aclres
Henry Felton Huse.
Mr, Spear was born in Warren
North Haven, Sept . 1930.
—
Sept. 13, 1883. He came to North
Haven about 12 years ago. A car
A 20-lb. turkey will be given Irec
penter by trade, he also conducted J to the holder of the lowest score be
farming and sheep raising. A good tween now and Nov. 1, 10.30 p. m., at
citizen his friends and the com Fireproof Garage 18-hole indoor golf
munity grieve his death. Funeral course Adults are eligible for thc
services were held in the church ; contest. Price as usual, one cent a
Monday conducted by the pastor Rev. hole.
129-130

Property
and 6-60 Watt

Edison Mazda Lamps
for $1.08

y

OU, no doubt, have some empty sockets, burned out or
blackened lamps. You will need new lamps soon.

Order a toy carton ol the popular household sizes now.

Get a toy house, or railroad station lor the children. There is
a right lamp chart on the back ol the carton which tell* you

thc size ol lamp to use in every type ol fixture.

may secure house cartons containing
lamp* at the following new low prices:

You

PRICE LIST '

various size* ol

•

6—100 Watt Lamps • - $1.89
6— 60 Watt Lamps - •

1.08

6—50 Watt Lamps • •

1.08

6—40 Watt Lamps • •

1.08

6— 25 Watt Lamps - •

1.08

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

oar ttoroo

One series
of Buiek Straight
Eights is priced from

*1025

$1095 f.o. b. Hint,Mich.—$200
less than any Buiek of recent years
THE EIGHT AS

BUiCK
BUILDS IT
PRODUCT

OF

GENERAL

LEWISTON EUICK CO.

Rockland, Maine
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

MOTORS
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Lvery-Uther-Day

THOMASTON

WARREN
WALDOBORO
Harold, son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Mrs. Joseph Stafford has been in
For Sale
A number of Thomaston music
____ Moore, spent the weekend with his
Rockland.
,
lovers went to Portland Tuesday
to aunt‘ Mrs. Alfred McFarland in
Advertisements in this column not to!
FOR SALE—Apples, McIntosh Reds,
1— *■
Miss Jessie L. Keene was at home
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 Pound Sweets and Snows. J. F. CALDhear that prince of pianists Pade Rockland.
from Gorham for the weekend.
1 cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional ERWOOD. Union, Me.____________ 130*132
rewski. Among them Mrs. J. Walter ; Mrs. Annie Davis has been visitlines 5 cents each for one time 10 cents j
FOR SALE—Hub heater, an automatic
Mrs. Alton Hall Blackington of
for three times. Six words make a line. | pump. Tel. 242-J. Inquire 76 PARK 8T.
Strout who stopped off on her return ing Mrs. Nancy Sppar, South Warwhat these
Boston has been the guest of Mrs.
from a trip to Bermuda. DJisses Mar- ren road, a few days.
ERWOOD.
Union. Me
130*132
MOTHERS SAY
John H. Lovell for a few days.
garet Jordan, Anna Dillingham, j Mrs. Ermina Rines was houseLost and Found
j
— SALE----WyEH buggy,
UUftK), dump
UUIIip cart,
Lttft,
FOR
—Open
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
W
Scott
have
___________________________________________ ice box. pungs, plough, two eons hav. 64
Phyllis Belasco (the latter of whom keeper at the home of Thomas
"My son suffered from nervousness, sleeplessness,
returned from a motor trip to
LOST—Wednesday p. m. Oct. 22. blue MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R.
130-132
spent the night with her friend Miss Mathews during the absence of Mrs
envelope bag with small purse containing ———— twitching eyes, and threw up his food ... giving
Bath, N. H.
FOR SALE—39 ft. Nova Scotia built
two keys on cord and money. Finder
Maxine Eaton). MiSs Lilia Clark. Mathews at the teachers' convention,
hint Dr. True's Elixir resulted in his improving so rapidly that I felt
Miss Margaret Ashworth of St.
please call ROCKLAND 1182-X. Reward. boat 5 yrs. old. Bar-Ford engine compass,
Aaron Clark, Mrs. A. J. Elliot, Miss , Bangor.
Johnsburv. Vt., is at her home here.
129*131 125 fathom rode, anchors, lights and all
grateful
to
Dr.
True's
Elixir
ever
since.
”
—
Mrs.
R.
W.
Winchester,
Helen Carr, Capt. and Mrs. J. E.
Miss Adelaide Horton returned to
other equipment. Make me an offer.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Weston
B. T. HALL. Box 334, Vinalhaven. Me.
273 Essex St., E. Lynn, Mass.
Creighton, Miss Jessie Crawford, j Camden Sunday after spending the
Creamer have returned from Boston.
A
high
grade
shoe
at
a
____________________________________ 130*132
Wanted
Mrs. R. O. Elliot.
week with Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
C. A. Richards, clerk of courts, was
FOR SALE—Crawford wood-burning
Reasonable Price
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Simmons are , Conant, Pleasantville.
a recent visitor in this r’.ace.
Dr. True’s Elixir is a
WANTED—By practical nurse, cases. parlor stove.’ May be used as open grate.
Miss Kate French of North Middle
being congratulated upon the birth
' Would assist in housework. MILDRED | TEL 538-M._______________________ 130*132
Mrs. H. S. Simmons and daughter
MOSS. Box 53. Tenants Harbor.
pure Herb Laxative.
of a son Oct. 26 at Knox Hospital, boro, Mass., and Mrs. Fred WyUie
AAA to EEE
FOR SALE—1 setter. 1 Redbone fox
of Bath are passing the week with
___________________________________ 130*132j hound, April pullets. Winchester rifles,
were supper guests Monday of Mr.
Rockland.
2 to 10
Mr and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
30-30
and 33
Will trade for grocery
J WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring in wagon and 1 horse sled. CHARLES G.
Mrs. Eudora Miller has returned
“Dr. True’s Elixir has been a family remedy in
Mrs. Anne Day has as guests Miss 1 and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. Miss
that radio which you can’t get fixed ERICKSON. Wa.ren. Me. R D. 1. Box 98.
from Thomaston.
Josephine Davis of Monhegan and French related to the Gamma Beta
elsewhere, we have an expert radio remy home for years........... My youngest boy had
130-132
I pair man who can fix it at a reasonable ______
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Curtis attend
Miss Beverly White of Portland, the bovs many of her experiences as
symptoms of worms. I used your Elixir and in
FOR SALE—26 ft. sloop.
charge
HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
FRED A.
ed the wedding anniversary of Mr
latter a summer resident of Mon missionary in India, at their weekly
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf SIMMONS. Port Clyde.
130*132
meeting the same evening.
a week his crossness, fever and restlessness were
and Mrs. A. G. Houdlette in Whitehegan.
PARK STRErrrcAFESS „'Oman cook at 7FOR SALE^0 RTr^------ 71-------------Mrs. William Barrett expected to
a thing of the past.”—Mrs. L. Racine, Malden, Mass.
field.
CAFE.
N
o
tel.
call/a^L
fi
.
ta
««l
to
la^
m
S
s
FRAN^
U
ll
ets
' hav«
Miss Hazel Gillis and Willis return today, Thursday, to Hopewell
)-Wl^ ALD. Union
CRANK Mac DONMiss Gladys Bailey motored to
! swered. Apply in person.
130-132
Thompson were guests of Mr. and Virginia.
1309
i —------------------------------------------Weld returning with her mother Mrs
FOR SALE—Pines quality red cockerels
Mrs. Howard Bickne’l Tuesday night
Constipation often causes children to have
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cannon and
WANTED—Top buggy, end spring, box from Connecticut approved HOP. ac
I. P. Bailey, who has passed the week
at a venison supper.
style In first class condition. C. E. credited matings. Selected for vigor and
daughters Priscilla and Helen of
worms or other disorders. Aid Nature by keep
i there.
OtlVER. Thomaston.
129*131
type. Dark and snappy; also a few good
Mrs. Aletha Thompson attended Malden, Mass., were guests Sunday
ing the intestines clear by giving Dr. True's
The regular meeting of Meenahga
Black, Brown, Calf, Kid
WANTED—A limited number of wash Wyandotte cockerels. V. P. HALL. Rock
the funeral of the late Mrs. Sidney of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett.
land,
Me.__________________________ 130*132
Grange
was
held
Monday
evening.
Elixir.
"My
little
girl
was
quite
ill
.
.
I
used
ings. either wet or rough drv. blankets,
Guaranteed To Fit
Andrews Sunday at Port Clyde.
Miss Orilla Starrett of Malden
The lecturer's hour was given over
etc., at reasonable prices. Called for and
FOR SALE—Vegetables
for
winter
Dr. True’s Elixir with most beneficial results.”
Sanford Hyler who has been at spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. El
delivered. MRS. R. L. ANDERSON. 74 keeping, cabbage. 81.50 per 100 lbs. tur
to a Halloween observance which
AA to EE
Broad St., rear.
129*131 nips. *1 bu, carrots. 81.50 bu., squash,
—Mrs. J. H. Shea, Cambridge, Mass.
home for a few weeks on account of bert Starrett.
caused great merrymaking. At the
work being slack returned Wednes
Oscar Starrett and his faithful
WANTED—Three passengers to Florida 8150 per 100 lbs . parsnips. 6 cents lb.,
next meeting, Nov. 10 Fred W. Scott
ln November. TEL. 113-M.
129*131 beets, 2‘i cents lb., delivered, all excel
day to Boothbay Harbor.
I setter Joe brought in three partridges
lent quality. SAGE At CHATER, Upper
will speak on "Wood Utilization and
WANTED—Sloop thirty to thirty-five Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 274.
130-135
Miss Hattie Hilt is in Camden to 'and two woodcock Tuesday. Oscar
Foster Jameson will give an account
feet long, auxiliary power preferred, must
seems to be laying 'em low.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—In Tenants
spend the winter.
I be lq excellent condition. Give all deof the new poultry plant at High
Harbor
9-room
house
furnished
or
un
Union services will be held at the
I tails such as age. accommodations,
moor Farm. Other features will be
Charles Henderson and Howard
equipment, condition, price, etc., in an furnished, large barn, with lights, water
Congregational
Church
Sundav
on
the
program.
ln
house.
5
minutes
walk
from
village,
Bicknell have returned from the
swering. J. L. BRAY. Purdue UniverThe annual inspection of Wiwurna
slty, Lafayette. Indiana.
129-134 fine view of harbor, about 35 acres, woods
Northern woods with two bucks of morning and at the Baptist Church
LAXATIVE WORM EXPELLER FOR CHILDREN
and fields
FRANK MORRIS. Tenant's
in
the
evening,
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
offi

Chapter, O.E.S.. was held at a spe
8 and 12 points each.
WANTED—Old mahogany table tops Harbor. Me.________________________130-132
ciating.
for
repair
dept.
Apply
HAROLD
RICH

cial
meeting
Monday
evening.
Sup

Mary Thcrese, widow of Winthrop
FOR SALE—The general grocery and
ARDS. Cobb-Davis, Inc., 562 Main St
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Partridge of
per was served at 6.30 and the guests
grain business of the late Oeorge H.
O. Amesbury, died late Monday night Lexington and Mrs. Mildred Wing
•
WANTED
—
10
tons
flrst
class
hay.
Give
Hart.
Including real estate, stock, teams,
Brown and Black
included members from Union.
at her home on Ludwig street. She and daughter Charlotte of Bangor
price delivered. W. J. RICH. Camden.
truck, etc. To be sold at once. VERNON
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
Damariscotta, Wiscasset and BoothNew All Rubber Overs
was born in Waldoboro Feb. 18. 1835, were overnight guests Monday of
___________________________________ 129-131 L HART. Admr., 253 Maverick St.. Rock
bay Harbor. Grand Patron Judge
129-131
daughter of Thomas and Tiierese Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge.
IN THE
all colors
WANTED—By woman of 65 position land. Maine.
Herbert Foster of Winthrop was the
as housekeeper for elderly man or woman
(Fitzgerald) Russell. She leaves a
FOR SALE—A living room stove ln a
Mrs. Susie Philbrook is having her
or care of one not ln sick bed M. nice condition. 44 RANKIN STREET.
inspecting officer and Past Grand
daughter. Miss Mabel Amesbury with cellar drain relaid.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
WATTS. R. D. 1. Thomaston.
129-131 TeL 202.
129-131
Patron D. Saunders Patterson of Au
whom she lived and son Eugene W.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Payson spent
WANTED—To arrange with parties
FOR SALE—5-tube Radio with speaker,
gusta was a guest. A pleasing pro
Amesbury of Portland. Oregon. Fu the weekend in Fairfield with Mr.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
going to or near Palm Beach, Florida 2 new B Batteries. Exide A. Bat., in good
gram was given in the evening.
neral services will be held Friday at and Mrs. W. A. Moody.
about Nov. 7th .to take three passengers. condition. CLIFFORD WITHAM. 15 Fred
Address V.S.P., care The Courier-Gazette erick St.
129-131
1 o'clock at her late home. Friends
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry mo
MARTINSVILLE
129-131
kindly omit flowers.
credit,
the
last
known
place
of
residence
or
postoffice
address
and
the
fact
FOR
SALE
—
500
S
C.
R.
I.
R
tored to Fairfield Sunday to visit
.
..
—
—
.........
icoiucuoc
ui
posioiuce
auuress
ana
tne
iact
WANTED
—
By
collector
sliver
mugs.
pullets,
SHOE STORE
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase have
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett and Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody.
of death, if known, of every depositor in the Rockland Savings Bank, who spoons, tumblers and dishes. 100 years laying. H. C. BUBER. Warren.
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND closed their home in town and re has
128-130
not made a deposit,
deDOSit. or
Mr. and Mrs. Leo LaCourse and chil Anne Norwood was a guest last
or withdrawn
withdrawn anv
any rwrt
part thereof
thereof, eor any part of -he
the old o^ver^ Highest prices pald.^BOX
Green Trading Stamps
turned
to
Haverhill,
Mass.,
for
the
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood, long fitted
dividends
thereon,
for
a
period
of
more
than
twenty
years
next
preceding
dren motored to Hanover. N. H., for Saturday afternoon at a birthday
winter.
WANTED—A widely and favorably $1.25 ft., also hard wood. LEON CALLA
November 1. 1930, and is not known to the treasurer to be living.
the weekend.
party given for Miss Jean Douglas of
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper and
known Portland Arm has an opening for I HAN. Pleasant 8t. Tel. 1169-Y.
128*133
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Richards, son Union, daughter of the High School
ROCKPORT
a sales and service man ln local and ad
sons John and Roger returned to New
jacent territory. The man chosen must
FOR SALE—35 R. Island Red pullets
Donald and Mrs. John Towers spent principal in that place.
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield who has been York City last week having spent the
Whether Known Date last Deposit Amt. Stand
be steady, reliable and of unquestionable free from disease. Price reasonable. H.
Name of Depositor
Last Known Residence
Monday and Tuesday with Mrs. W. J. Everett Cunningham and John spending the summer at her <ot- summer at their home here.
To Be Deceased
or Withdrawal
Credit
character. After some training he will L. TIBBETTS. Waldoboro. Me.. R F D. 3.
Spear. Mrs. W. S. Richards of Cam Davis are repairing the Conic place. ■, tage "Aldermere” left Monday for
And himself secured ln a position of re
128*130
Mrs. William Clayter and Mrs. H
spect and permanency. Provided you are
den being also a visitor there Tues Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Leach of Boston where she will remain for a H. Hupper attended the annual Mrs. -Z. A. Butterfield
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood $11 cord.
not a drifter but truly desire to make
Union
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
ERICKSON,, Thomaston, R F D.
day.
month before proceeding to her teachers convention at Bangor.
or Z. A. Butterfield, Vassalboro, Me. Unknown,
Oct. 11, 1910 $88.18 good, your time Investigating this po FRANK
128*130
will be well spent. An automobile 1. Box 70.
home at Cincinnati.
Miss Cora Farrand expects to leavp Mrs. V. T. Payson.
Dix Island, Me. Unknown,
Blue Iris Troop, Girl Scouts of James Byrne,
May 5, 1885 44.24 sition
Is
quite
essential.
Communications
will
FOR
SALE
—Penobscot Bay farms and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
G.
H.
Coombs
and
Rockport friends of Mr. and Mrs. America gave a Halloween party at Catherine Sawyer,
next Tuesday for Framingham, Mass.,
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Oct. 20, 1881 53.88 be promptly attended to by MR cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Gross of Wal Wesley Thurston of Rockland are ex the Grange hall Tuesday evening Martha Mitchell,
to spend the winter.
128-130 prices. Ideal loactions. tea houses, and
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Sept. 30, 1897 19.28 STEVENS. 29 Park St
lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast.
Mrs. Louis A. Hanley and daughter doboro and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Nash tending congratulations to them on with about 60 present. A real spooky Charles L. Mitchell,
Rockland, Me. Deceased.
Sept. 30. 1897 36.15
WANTED—Small
modern
chicken shore
Maine.
128-tf
were
visitors
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the birth of a son Oct. 26 at Knox evening was spent. Prizes for the John Olson,
Unknown Unknown,
Madeline are spending the week in E. M. Cunningham.
Sept. 29.1888 288.42 house ln good condition What have
1
you to offer? DONALD CRIE. Rockland
FOR 8ALE—Cabbage. Danish Ballhead
Hospital.
Hugh $IcAuly,
Unknown Unknown,
Brunswick with Mrs. George Gilt
best
costumes
were
awarded
Milton
July 5, 1892 53.21
128-130 $150 per 100 lbs. JOHN KEINANEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Payson of Rock
Miss Annie Richards who has been Chadwick, boys, and Bertha Leppan- R. A. Macunda, in tru iv•t
chrest.
128*133
WANTED- By middle aged woman po Route 1. Box 102. Warren. Me.
land
spent
Tuesday
with
Mr.
and
employed
in
Camden
during
the
for
R.
A.
Macunda,
J
r.,
Pemaquid,
Me
Unknown,
18.99
May
1,
1908
Miss Helen Stetson returned from Mrs. V. T. Payson.
ean. girls. Bertie Simmons won the
sition ln widower's home. Man alone.
FOR SALE—The Munroe property on
summer,
is
at
her
home
on
Central
Sidney
P.
Nash,
Unknown,
11.60
Looking
for
good
home.
'Write
or
call
peanut
hunt.
Portland,
Me.
Feb.
6,
1906
Park
street.
Apply
to
DAN
MUNRO.
Portland Tuesday She reports her Mrs. Leroy Norwood and Mrs. A.
R . 8 WILLOW ST.. City.
128-130
128-130
brother Karl who is at the State T. Norwood attended a bridge party street for a week before going to
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Simmons and
I hereby certify that the above statement is true according to my best wanted—Pair pure black long-haired
New Hampshire to visit her sister family have moved to Port Clyde.
FO SALE—Round Oak Kitchen Range,
Street Hospital as improving.
Greene Arbour tea room Mrs. Etta Thurston.
radical’"new.
----”
’ “
•
—
shaggy kittens, male and female. Large practically
Hub
Heater.
No.
115
Mrs. Norris Carter visited her given at Ye
Mrs. Harding S. Coid is at Knox knowledge and belief.
Inquire at 166 MAIN ST., or call 1057-W
p r> SPPIP Ttmc
spring kittens preferred.
BAY VIEW Inquire
Saturday afternoon. Six
Mrs. Granville Shibles and chil Hospital for surgical treatment and
E. D. SPEAK, ireas.
farm. North Haven. Me
126-131
daughter Mrs. Lawrence Armstrong Union,
________
127*132
tables were at play and Mrs. Carrie dren of Westbrook and Mr. and Mrs.
Monday at Bay Point.
WANTED—Experienced
FOR SALE—R. I. Red pullets, extra
stitchers
at
Ames of Union carried off first Orev Tolman of Deering spent the has the best wishes of her friends.
MODERN PANTS CO.
Joe Hoyan who has been visiting honors.
118-tf goed stock, free from disease, commenc
The Grange fair is to be held at
•
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
ing
to lay; sulky plow, kitchen range
at Mrs. Harriet W’hitney's left Mon Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie and
PORT CLYDE
hall tomorrow, Friday, a supper and
and >2 ton slip on truck body. Tel. 9-4
Gregory at Glencove. Miss Harriett dance following.
ugJzrziBrarararafzrajzjgrargragraraj
day for Florida.
Union.
EDGAR MOODY._________ 127*130
Mrs. Bray and son Laughton and
To Let
Maurice Wyllie with their guest Cavanaugh who is employed in the
* • * •
Mrs. Rose Hupper is ill at the home Miss Montgomery of Rockland were
FOR, SALE—Latest screen grid electric
Miss Kate Frenqh and Mrs. Fred family of Dr. Shibles motored down
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hahn gave a Butler motored to Hartland Tuesday
TO LET—Single car garage at 20 Maple
her daughter Mrs. William Harris guests Sunday of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
set
Bargains. C.
them for a visit with her par ofTheodore
St.
Price reasonable.
Inquire MRS M. COOK, 71 Tillson Ave.
126*131
party Monday evening at their home where Miss French was the guest of with
Stimpson has arrived
ROBBINS on the premises.
130*132
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Cav
Rev.
A.
A.
Walsh
preached
his
last
FOR SALE—A good used parlor cabinet
on High street to celebrate the birth relatives overnight going thence to anaugh.
home from the season's yachting at
TO LET—5-room apartment at 9 Water heater, a produce of the American Ra
sermon
in
the
Baptist
Church
Sun

Oyster Bay, N. Y.
day anniversary of their daughter Fairfield Wednesday where she was
St. Apply to C. S. HALL. 21 Ocean St. diator Co.
A S. SIMMONS. Warren.
Mrs. Effie Twitchell who was the
Evelyn. Very appropriate decora to speak.
A farewell reception was given Rev. day and with Mrs. Walsh left Mon
126-134
___________________________________ 130-132 Me Tel .122-11.
guest
of
her
niece
Mrs.
Mary
Spear
day for Florida where they will
tions arranged with the aid of Mrs.
and
Mrs.
A.
A.
Walsh
at
the
Grange
TO
LET
—
Apartment.
5
rooms,
kitch

FOR SALE—Tower Oil Burners for all
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ludwig and last week, is now at the home of her
spend
thc
winter.
enette and bath.
MRS. COPPING. 39 heaters.-* The fastest starting burners on
last Saturday evening. Dr
A. W. Peabody were used. The little daughter Patricia of Washington
Adin A. Payson, Melvin hall
Llmerock St.
129-134 the market. A. 8. SIMMONS. Warren,
Mrs. Broadbent and daughter
Walsh was presented with a purse of
guest of honor was the recipient of were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. nephew
126-134
Heights, where she will remain dur gold
Frances and son Irvin returned to “Mighty Monarchs of the
TO LET—5-room furnished apartment Me. Tel 12-11.
and
Mrs.
Walsh
a
pocket
book
many nice gifts. The prizes for win S. E. Norwood.
ing the winter.
on Talbot avenue; and 6-room unfur
FOR SALE—Pure bred Ayrshire bull;
their home in New York Monday
lined
with
greenbacks
and
silver.
ning the games fell to Miss Eloise
nished apartment on Masonic street. 14 months old; also bull calf. W J
Both services at the Baptist
The exterior of Roland F. Crock
Air”
Inquire of FREEMAN S. YOUNG
Williams and Miss Everol Elwell. Church Sunday were much enjoyed ett's residence is receiving a fresh She was also given a necklace. They after spending the summer at their
RICH. Camden. Tel. 521-3.
125-130
129-131
left Monday morning for Florida, cottage here.
Other guests were Barbara Vinal, and the message given by Miss coat of paint.
FOR
SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony have
TO LET—8-room house with modern stove length. $1.25 per foot. R. S. JORPauline Gillis. Ida Watts, Dorothy French was instructive as well as in
The two young sons of Mr. and where they plan to spend the winter. returned from a two weeks auto trip
Improvements and garage. Ready Nov. DAN. 6 Kelley lane Tel 522-M.
123-tl
Sidelinger, Lizzie Tuttle, Pauline spiring. Special music was furnished Mrs. Wesley Thurston of Rockland
1st.
44 RANKIN ST. Tel. 202.
129-131
in Northern Maine.
FOR SALE—New 4-room
bungalow
Burnham, Glenice Lermond, Max in the morning by Mrs. Fred Butler are staying here in town for two
TO
LET
—
Small
house
at
640
Main
St
“"dbarn at sPruce Head Apply to AL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward and
ine Chapman and Virginia Foster.
Also large house on Camden St. MRS. E FRED K. HOCKING. St Oeorge
Tel
and Mrs. Bertha Ludwig who sang weeks. Carleton, at the home of Her
daughter Thelma and Albert Thomas
L BROWN. Tel. 613-R.
129-tf Tenant's Harbor 11-13 or Tel. Rockland
• • • •
the duet "Dear to the Heart of the bert Mann and Jason with his uncle
of
Lynn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thurley
Hock21
-3
122-tf
TO LET—Three furnished light house
The wreck of the trawler Pauline Shepherd'' an^l Chester Wyllie the Earl Davis.
keeping rooms, with use of bath and —SALE—Upright piano. $60 W F
ings of Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Eorland arrived here Sunday in solo, "Ninety and Nine." In the eve
The benefit bridge party held at
I lights. 5 BAY VIEW SQ Tel 459-J
TIBBETTS, 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
A Battle Creek physician says, George Cook and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
tow of the scallop boat Isabel of ning Chester Wyllie and Mrs. Fred the home ,of Mrs. Adelaide Morrill “Constipation is responsible for mx'e Sargent of Falmouth Foreside, were
129-131
122-tl
Saint Augustine, Fla. The Borland Butler gave a duet, “Jesus Leads."
Wednesday evening sponsored by the misery than any other cause."
TO LET—Upstairs apartment. 5 rooms
FOR SALE—One ton truck, ln good
in town Sunday to attend the funeral
and bath, modern. ELIZABETH DONO running order. $80. W. F. TIBBETTS
was built about five years ago by Mrs. Frances Vinal and Mrs. Library Building Association was
“Mighty Monarchs of the HUE. 89 Park St. Tel. 438-J.
But immediate relief has been
the late Mrs. Alma Andrews.
128-130 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
122-tf
Charles A. Morse & Son for the Martha Miller observed their re- very successful, both from a social found. A tablet called ltexall Order ofAlvah
Thompson is in ill health
TO LET—5-room upstairs tenement
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7):
Arctic”
Hathaway Machine Co., of New Bed spective birthday anniversaries to- and financial standpoint. The large lies has been discovered. This tablet and
with bath and garage at 33 HIGH ST., h p and 2 h p.. In good shape; alsc
is
at
Knox
Hospital
receiving
ford. and was in command of Capt. gether Oct. 28. Mrs. Forest Spear and attractive rooms of Mrs. Mor attracts water from the system into i treatment.
Thomaston. Tel. 108-2 Thomaston
standard computing scales, w F TIB.
“Constantly Cold”
128*130 BETTS, 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
Dennis Borland. While new she presented them with an attractive rill's home made an ideal setting for the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
Harold
Thompson
had
a
narrow
es

birthday
cake.
such
an
affair
and
provided
ample
122-tl
TO LET—Seven room house W’ith or
caught fire off Nantucket and was
the colon. The water loosens the dry
without garage at 18 Simmons St. Apply „,£2R.?/lLf“Hardwood Fitted, 14; lon(
The Jolly Five and guests surprised space for the several tables in play. food waste and causes a gentle, cape from death last week, when out
badly damaged, the after part being
to
J.
L.
PINKERTON.
Friendship
or
V
sa*ed *12: also lumber
The thorough, natural movement without fishing in his power boat the engine \
burned below the water edge and the Mrs. Frank Thomas and Miss Doris Refreshments were served.
F. STUDLEY.69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
T. J. CARROLL. Tel 263-21.
122-t)
out. Drifting about in the
ELECTRICAL
SPECIALISTS
forward part also burned so that it Hyler Tuesday evening at the home committee in charge consisted of forming a habit or ever increasing the | gave
,
128*130
FOR
SALE
—
The
fine Stromberg-Carl
rough seas for several hours after
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Mills.
Besides
Mrs.
Leola
Mann,
chairman,
Mary
will have to be rebuilt. The vessel
TO LET—Furnished apartment on son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios
dose.
dark Mr. Thompson was finally' (Your Local Authorized Dealer
Grove St. Modern. COBB-DAVIS INC.
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave
was bought by Capt. Bain of Owl's the regular club guests present were Spear. Annie Spear, Amy Miller,
for Majestic Products)
Stop suffering from constipation. picked up near the “Old Silly ledges"
SHAPIRO BROS . Rockland.
121-tl
128-tf
Jesse
Mills,
Mrs.
Jane
Stickney,
Mrs.
Orra
Burns.
Louise
Holbrook,
Gwen

Head. It is now laying at the east
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. by the Coast Guard crew from
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
TO LET—Homes ot all kinds. I. BER- suTteR
ern end of the Dunn & Elliot Co. coal Elizabeth Mills and Miss Hyler. The dolyn Buzzell. The proceeds will be Next day bright. Get 24 for ?sc to Burnt Island Station and taken the
LIAWBKKY, 385 Broadway. Tel. 816-J
to
wharf. The machinery is being re honor guests were presented with a added to the fund for the erection of day at the nearest Rexall Drug -’tore, | safety.
uzjzjgfafafHrarajBfafgjaiaajajzraaj . ,_______________ ____________ _________ 127-tf SLffi ?SS,‘rS- V' P'
® fart
moved. Charles A. Morse & Son have birthday cake and other gifts. It was a new public library building.
Charles W. Sheldon,
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3
: rooms and toilet, with heat ln living
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long. 86 50
also contracted to build arf 80-foot an enjoyable social time.
room. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W stove length. 88; fitted wood. $14- alsc
Mrs. Alma Andrews
"fisherman’ for Haram and Carl The funeral of the late Everett
______________
127-tf TUh±r', L A' PACKARD, R. F. D.
Beckman of New Bedford. These two Spear of North Haven was conduct
The
community
Is
again
saddened
118-ti
When you have a cold think of
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring Thomaston.
jobs will give employment to quite a ed Tuesday at the home of his
by
the
death
of
another
of
its
pop

street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
crew of men for the winter. Tlie new brother Clarence Spear, South War
ular
*t)ung
people
Mrs.
Alma
An

ren road. The bearers were Bryan
126-tf mer cottages. In fact all kinds of rea
boat will be built in the shop.
drews. which took place Friday morn
Robinson. Charles Robinson. Sidney
TO LET—Modern apartment, tine loca estate. Come and talk over my list 1:
ing at the home of her parents, Mr.
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS
Stevens
and
William
Spear.
Rev.
tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J. 375
Main St. Tel. 77.
118-tl
William Gray's Sunday School
and Mrs. Laforest Davis, where she
___________
125-tf
I. Holt officiated. Interment was
Guard
against
head
cclds,
ca

class of boys took charge of the ves H.
i, P?R SnLE77Wood' dtfed, 814; furnaci
had
been
tenderly
cared
for
during
TO
LET
—
Unfurnished
5
room
tenement
tarrhal conditions and germ dis
try Tuesday evening and for two made in the Newcombe cemetery.
her long illness. Everything that
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U Junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2
eases as much as possible.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
122-tl
114-tl
nours produced a very strenuous pro
loving
hearts
could
suggest
was
done
JOHN BURNHAM PETERSON
RUG AND KNITTED YARNS—Fo
Ephi (F. I.) is sold by all drug
gram of Halloween mysteries and
TO UFT—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
to prolong her life. Mrs. Andrews
sale
by
manufacturer;
samples
free.
H
gists.
MRSo W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
noise. Much work had been put into
leaves her husband Sidney Andrews,
123-13'
Tel. 874-W._______
120-tf A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me.
John
Burnham
Peterson
died
Fri

Price
50c
the decorations which were very ap day night, Oct. 24 at the home of his
and two children Catherine aged six
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can bu;
TO LET—Fine space for storage. V. F.
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 3-5
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
propriate. A terrifying witch in a niece Mrs. Frank H. Davis, in Brock
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with thi
years and Leah five years; also her
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con98
Exchange
St.
Bangor,
Maine
booth of ripe leaves with fires per ton, Mass., aged 67. Mr. Peterson
father and mother and brother Theo- ]
120-tl gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381',i Con
130-lt
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle
petually burning who frequently
gress St.
dore,
and
a
large
number
of
relatives.
’
TO
LET
—
A
house
on
Purchase
St..
5
, rooms, modem. Call at 41 FULTON ST
sought for victims kept the crowd in was seriously injured May 11 while at
Universal sympathy is extended to'
I Tel. 213-R.
120-tf
a flutter of excitement. Music had work on his new’ house'at West Main
the bereaved family. The funeral|
street,
Thomastap.
After
several
Miscellaneous
TO LET—Tenement. 6 rooms, all mod
its place in the program, likewise re
services
were
held
in
the
A.
E
Church
ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug
freshments, also the games the youth weeks at Knox Hospital, where no
CHIMNEYS
CLEANED by Tonv th
Sunday.
Rev.
E.
S.
Timberlake
of
•store-_______
119-tf Eiland DONAHUE
PLACE. TeTin,
like to play. A visit to thc junior hope could be held out for permanent
Friendship officiating and were large- |
it
. LET—Tw° furnished rooms for ~ lan?;____________________
recovery
he
was
removed
to
the
home
129-13
room filled one with awe.
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
ly
attended.
The
expressive
hymn
|
ORDER
-------------of his sister. Mrs. M. C. Hamilton,
• * » »
°n y- E, N- SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
The
Little
Flower
Shop
"Whisperings
of
Jesus"
was
sung
by
1
Tel- 8M-J.________
119-tf
The funeral of thc late John and Sept. 16 was taken by ambulance
Mrs. Christine Dorman, Mrs. Mary W. want all your LIVE POUL
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
Peterson, 67, who died in Brockton, to Brockton, where everything pos
Barton
and
Kenneth
Stevens.
The
i2i*i3:
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
A” modern Improvements. Inquire at
Mass., Oct. 26 was held from Sawyer sible was done to make his last days
JOHN LUNT, Medium, will be a
12 ELM ST.
117-tf
floral tributes were very beautiful. I or write Charles Shane, care of
Hopes to be located in its new store at
the home of R. x. Greene
Rnooh o»
A Simmons rooms Tuesday. Rev. happy. His courage was wonderful
Interment was in the Ridge cemetery., R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me, Tel.
TO LET—Six room house on Grace 8t.
H. S. Kilborn officiated. The bear and he was always looking forward to
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
371 MAIN STREET
ers were Charles C. McDonald, the time he could get out again.
____________________________________ 112-tf
NORTH WALDOBORO
123-t
your door. References: Any poul
Mr. Peterson possessed a happy dis
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
Charles Winchenbach. James Feyler
Meantime we have fine Chrysanthemums, white,
her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon S'
Belle Sprague is at Islington, Mass.. ■ try raiser.
and Fred Burnham. Interment was position and was always cheerful and
sible party for the winter. Call at 21
where she will spend the winter.
;
pink and yellow. Snapdragons and Carnations are
in the Thomaston cemetery. The de will be missed by many..
TALBOT AVE, or Tel. 8-R.________ 111-tl
CHARLES SHANE CO.
His wife (formerly Abbie M. Davis)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
Walter
were
in
1
ceased was a son of John Peterson
also
blooming
in our greenhouses.
TO LET—Upper flat, 12 Cedar St., four
Saundersville, Mass., last week to at- i
17-tf lights, toilet. MRS. J. A.
of Sweden and Alimony (Burnham) of East Friendship, died several years
rooms, electric
JAMESON, 40 North Main St. Tel. 436-R.
tend the funeral of the late Anna i
Peterson of Thomaston. A few years ago. The surviving relatives are: a
Walter.
A
shipment
of
Certified
Paper
White
Bulbs
has
just
___________________________________ 108-tf
of his life were lived in Friendship, sister, Mrs. M. C. Hamilton of St.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can bu
TO LET—Apartment tn Bicknell block. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with th
The annuel fair of the M. E.,
the greater part of it in Thomaston, Petersburg, Fla., and Thomaston^ a
Apply to BI. B
arrived ready to plant in pebbles, and we have a few
---- ---Thorndlke
&
HIX
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
POULTRYMEN
Church was veil patroniz.d and the'
A fall from a ladder about two years niece Mrs. Frank H. Davis of Brock
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
118.tf gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 l.a Con
Darwin Tulip Bulbs which should go into your gar
sum of $219 netted.
ago injured him seriouslv and caused ton, Mass.; a nephew. Attorney E. F.
gress St.
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
You
can
buv
ATTENTION! ,
Mrs. John Burnheimer was in
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
him much suffering. He went to Davis of Florida and a great niece,
dens now.
•
We Want Your
home news, at the Old South News
Waldoboro Monday.
Brockton a few weeks ago to make Albertine J. Davis' of Brockton.
Agency. Washington St., next Old sS
LIVE POULTRY
mhonrtChst.alSO at M Ande.man'sO12d84S°^
Mr. Peterson's remains arrived
W. D. Batchelder and Homer Car
his home with a niece, Mrs. Frank
If you are doing early Christmas shopping you could
re 1 are working for D. O. Stahl.
Davis and where he died. He also Monday afternoon, accompanied by
And Will Pay Highest Market
leaves a sister Mrs. Mary C. Hamil his sister, Mrs. Hamilton, and Mrs,
Mr. and M R. M Carroll were at
find some real bargains in fine Pottery in our shop.
Price
W. F. Teagu; j Sunday.
F. H. Davis. Services were held at
ton of Thomaston.
Call or write and trucks wiil call.
Much
of
this
is
Lanesville
and
Roseville
Pottery
and
KILLS MTS
the funeral parlors of Sawyer & Sim
Bert Eoggs and Howard Sprowl of ;
COHEN BROS.
Not'.ebo.'o were ir. this place Monday
worthy to grace any home.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
A 20-lb. turkey will be given free mons. Rev. Mr. Kilborn. pastor of
celling meat.
to the holder of the lowest score be the Baptist Church conducted the
WARREN, ME.
NOTHING ELSE
■«U$PMM. *•»’*»*!»•*»**•
Mrs. Rut.i Howard and family of j
tween now and Nov. 1. 10.30 p. m.. a- services and spoke very highly of the
Telephone Warren 2-3
Come in. And after we have moved, come again,
Rockland who have been passing |
K-R-0
(Kills
Rats
Only)
killed
Fireproof Garage 18-hole indoor golf deceased and comfortingly to the rel
Reference: Any poultry raiser
several days at E. D. Mank's returned I
238 rats in 12 hours on a Kansas
course. Adults are eligible for the atives and friends. Burial was in the
and often!
109"tf
home Sunday.
farm. It is the original product made
contest. Price as usual, one cent a family lot, Thomaston.
by a special process of squill, an in
W. *H. Weed of Rockland was a
hole.
129-130
A Musical Instrument
gredient recommended by U. S.
business visitor in this place Tuesday, j
__________ I The Department of Agriculture says
Government as sure death to rats and
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, , that the farmer's dollar will buy less
The
Orthophonic of Radio
"SILSBY’S"
mice, but harmless to dogs, cats,
will be open Saturday nights here- now than it would in 1917. Some of
There are thousands of nurses on 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND poultry
399 Main Street
Rockland
or even baby chicks. Y ou can
the active rolls of the American Red
after for the spe, ial convenience of , the rest of us would seem to have got
Osteopathic Physician
depend on this. K-R-0 in a few
out-of-town patrol ' Greasing, head-'hold of dollars intended for the
Cross as emergency reserves, ready
130-132
years has become America’s leading
Telephone 136
light adjusting etc.
114-tf farmer.—San Diego Union.
for instant service wherever they are
rat and mouse killer. Sold by all
needed.
ROCKLAND, ME.
druggists on a money back guarantee.

Arch-Health
Shoes

FOR YOUR CHILD’S

In Everybody’s Column

IIP
AI TH
Il
JL/ML/
1 II READ

Wonderful For Tired
Feet

Dr.True’sElixir

$1.9$ up

R. E. NUTT

ELECTRIC RADIOS

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

G^afesUc
ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

House-Sherman, Inc.

Lynn Range Oil Burner
The Oil Burner with the
Ten Year Guarantee

EPHI (F. 1.)

HAROLD H. HUPPER

Within the Month

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

no •WbKK'j YUICI

Victor Radio

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Maine Music Store

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

The Warmest, All Wool Winter Coats For

Town Manager and Mrs. Herbert
I Thomas are entertaining at dinner:
: and bridge tonight, Mr. and Mr.
Robert W. Jamieson, Mr. and Mrs.
Leo F. Strong and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Richards.
There Avill be a. card party in the
| Legion hall tomorrow, Friday after
Alpaca Coats
noon and evening under the auspices
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will
of the Ladies of the G.A.R.
have a guest day Monday afternoon
Camel-pile and alpaca-pile coats for girls in
The annual installation of the aux 
at the home of Mrs. Clara Thurston
stunning tailored styles that look like fur
iliary to thc Sons of Union Veterans,
at The Highlands, each member be
coats. In light and dark shades of brown.
(will be held in Megunticook Grange
ing privileged to hjvite two guests.
Hats to match extra.
hall, Nov 14
There will b^ a guest speaker and a
Mrs A H Chatfield has closed Al
musical program.
$7.50, $10.95, $15.00
dermere and returned to her home in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. F. J. Baker of Boston, former
Sizes 2 to 6, 7 to 14
Lloyd Bartley of Waterville is
ly a resident of Rockland, is at the
spending a few days with friends in
Deaconess Hospital in Boston, where
town.
she is recuperating from a recent
Chinchilla Coats
Miss Etta Merrithew after a visit
operation for gallstones. She expects
with friends in town has returned to
to be able to go to her home the last
All wool chinchilla coats in brown, blue,
Lincolnvile, wljere she is the guest of
part of the week.
green and tan. Sizes 7>to 14 in double breast
her sister, Mrs. Scott Knight and will
ed styles.
spend a few days before returning
Mrs. Edward Gonia who has been
to Waterville.
the guest of relatives and friends in |
$5.00, $7.50 to $15.00
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur O'Keefe have
Boston for several days returned
closed Florence Villa Inn and re
home Sunday with Dr. and Mrs. E.
Sizes 2 to 6
turned to Cincinnati for the winter.:
W. Peaslee who had been attending i
There will be a Halloween ball in
the Dental Convention in Boston.
the opera house tomorrow, Friday!
Boys’ Chinchilla Coats
evening, under the auspices of Mt.
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy entertains the
Baltic Lodge of Odd Fellows and
Charity Club this afternoon at her
Navy and deer shades; all wool chinchilla.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge. Fancy
home on Masonic street.
costumes will be in order for those
$5.00 to $10.00
who wish to wear them. Music will I
i Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hagerman
be furnished by Dean's orchestra.
Sizes 2 to 6 years
(Nellie Lawrence) of Waterville have
The funeral of the late George A.
been in the city for a few days.
Babb, who died suddenly Monday
night in Newport, N. H„ will be held
Francis Orne has returned to Bos
| today, Thursday, at 2 o'clock, from
ton to resume his studies at Bryanthis late home on Washington street,
Stratton's
j Rev. Winfield Witham, pastor of the
STREET
FLOOR
First Congregational church officiat
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained the
ing. Interment will be in Mountain
T.H.E. Club Monday evening at her
Street cemetery.
home on Broadway at supper and
Tonight at the Comique theatre
cards. Honors were won by Mrs.
Sally O'Neill will be seen in “Girl of
John S. Ranlett, Mrs. John M. Rich
In addition to the list given in
WINCHENBAUGH-ACHORN
ardson and Mrs. C. E. Gilley.
chenbaugh gave his groomsman a the Port;” Saturday, William Haines
Tuesday’s issue of those attending
in “Way Out West;” Monday and
silver wrist watch bracelet.
the Paderewski concert in Portland
Robert Creighton who is asso Tuesday evening from Rockland and
The home of Rev. and Mrs Herman
Mrs. Winchenbaugh, the daughter Tuesday, “The Spoilera"
ciated with the Boston Traveler is vicinity there were Mrs. J. Walter Winchenbaugh at the West Meadows of Mr. and Mrs. Edson Achorn of
spending a week with his parents Mr. Strout and Miss Elizabeth Creighton was the scene of a colorful autumn Jefferson, has been at home since
FRIENDSHIP
ancf Mrs Charles A. Creighton, Thom of Thomaston, Harold Spear, Mrs. J.
graduating from High School. She is
Word was received in town Satur
wedding
Tuesday
evening,
when
their
aston.
a member of the Eastern Star and day of the death, Oct. 24. of James
O. Stevens and Miss Daphne Win
■
slow. Mr and Mrs. Merrill Hay son, Gabriel, was united in marriage Grange. Mr. Winchenbaugh at Spear of Washington, D. C„ and
E. Mont Perry is the guest of his (Evelyn McDougall) were also noted to Miss Natalie Achorn of Jefferson. tended the Rockland schools, and is Friendship. Mr. Spear had b*en a
niece, Mrs. L. R. Smith in iVinal- in the audience.
Mr. Winchenbaugh officiated, using ! now employed by the Golden Star summer resident of this place for 30
haven.
Bakery. He is very proficient on the vears. He was a member of the law
the double ring service in an im
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Hjerpe of pressive manner. The guests, num [ violin, and is a member of one of the firm of Spear Middleton, Donaldson
Browne Club meets Friday eveningi Quincy and mother Mrs. Tyler H.
local orchestras. The young people A- Spear in Washington. Immediate
at the First Baptist parlors, with Miss Bird of Dorchester, Mass., who were bering about 50, included relatives ; are held in high regard.
relatives surviving are his wife, Mrs.
and
intimate
friends
of
the
two
fam
Mabel Stover and Miss Anna Web guests of the latter"s parents, Mr. and
ilies. The effective decorations con The Itooevik Club was entertained Mary Spear, his daughter Mrs. Vir
ster as hostesses.
ginia Houghton and a grandson, a
Mrs. Clark Walker, the first of the sisted of a bridal arch of green
by Mrs. Edward M. Benner at her
Mrs. Marion Little of Bangor
boughs and red berries, with a wed cottage at Seven Tree Pond. Lobster sister
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Rogers and son week, returned yesterday.
and two brothers Ellis of Newton,
ding bell of white flowers suspended I dinner was served. Tuesday, Nov. 14, Mass.,
Charles leave tomorrow for Lynn,
and Arthur of Brookline.
Mrs. Walter J. Fernald has re
Mass., where they will be guests of turned from a week's visit in Old from the top, a profusion of autumn j Mrs. Leola Noyes and Mrs. Grace
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and Leon
leaves, chrysanthemums and other Britt are to entertain the club at Chadwick of Pleasant Point visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Milburn and Mrs. Town.
cut flowers being used in the various 1 Mrs. Noyes' Holiday Beach cottage. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sterling Suaday.
Charles Fish for a few days.
rooms.
Leverett Wincapaw is in ill health
A Rockland born woman—Mrs.
In the bridal party in addition to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gardner and at his home in Lawry.
Mrs. J. O. Stevens is in charge of Carl G. Harring (Mildred E. Macthe
clergyman
and
the
bride
and
j Mrs. Josie Emerson of Great Works
the bridge party being given under Laughlin) is assisting Mrs. Isaac T.
Carl Fales is in State Street Hos
the auspices of the B.P.W. Club this Haddock in arranging plans for the groom were the little flower girls, j were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. pital. Portland.
Mary
Farrand
and
Louise
Winchen

evening at the rooms.
Rin-Tin-Tin in the “Million Dollar
annual bazaar and bridge of the Mas baugh; the ring bearer, Master Ran Hector Staples, Admonterh avenue.
Collar" will be the feature picture at
sachusetts Maine Daughters to be! dall Winchenbaugh,; the brides
Miss Carrie Fields returning to the Playhouse Saturday. Fables and
The young women of the held next Monday at Copley Plaza i
clerical staff of the Security Trust Hotel in Boston. The bazaar starts maid, Miss Virginia Winchenbaugh, Boston for the winter was accom the 3rd chapter of the serial "Queen
sister
of
the
groom;
and
groomsman,
panied by her father, Isaac Fields, of the North Woods" will also be '
Company of Rockland and Camden at 11 in the morning—and the bridge )
were entertained at a dinner at the party, which is under the direction; Xavier Winchenbaugh, brother of the who wlil be her guest for a few days. shown.
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses entertained at
Thorndike Hotel, Monday evening of Mrs. Benjamin Wilcox, at 2 in the groom The wedding march was
i Mrs. Joseph Flynn and brother a birthday party Monday evening rt I
with H. N McDougall, president, as afternoon. This club for years has j played by Miss Bertha McIntosh.
The bride was a dainty picture in Charles F. Doherty of Roxbury, her home. Games were played and
the host. Miniature golf occupied donated generously to many local
tlie remainder of the evening, prizes charities and hospitals—and as all a white taffeta gown with tulle veil Mass., were in the city to attend the refreshments served.
Miss Margaret Simmons, who is
being won by Miss Alice McDonald members were born in the State of caught in place by blue flowers; she j funeral of their father, Daniel
attending Norifia! School in Castine,
of Camden, Miss Anna Richardson Maine—their benevolences include carried a bouquet of roses. The ! Doherty.
bridesmaid wore nile green taffeta
spent the weekend with her parents,
and Miss Elizabeth Jameson.
several to their native State.
silk and carried yellow roses. Jhe Mrs. Annie Newton of Portland is Mr. and Mrs. Owen Simmons.
*<•
___
little flower girls' gowns were of pink, i visiting her brother, Capt. John A.
Mrs. Julia Johnson of Clark Island
A delightful Halloween party was
visited relatives and friends in this given by Voney Tolman, Julia Phil and the ringbeareT wore a blue sailor ’ Stevens, and other relatives for a
Rain coats $5.00 value now $3.50.
suit.
! few days.
city the first of the week.
In our basement. Fuller-Cobb-Da
brook and Elizabeth Sprowl at the
An informal reception followed the
vis.—adv
home of Miss Voney Tolman. Games i
The first meeting of the Wawe were played, prizes being won by ceremony, duringjyhich refreshments ' The annual cafeteria supper at the
were
served
by
friends
of
the
young
Congregational
Church
will
be
held
nock Club for the season takes place Mildred Sprague, Fred Tolman, boobyMonday evening at the home of Mrs. prizes Arlene Sprowl, Sherwoodj couple, the bride cutting and serving Wednesday Nov. 12 with Mrs. A. C
Cora Smith, Ocean avenue. As a Sprowl Refreshments were served the bridal cake. Small boxes of white Jones as chairman of the committee
prologue for the subject of the sea and dancing was enjoyed The guests containing wedding cake made by the
son’s woik “A Travelogue—A Cruise j were Hazel Knight, Julia Philbrook, bride’s grandmother, Mrs. Gardner Mrs. George H. Jennings, president
Around the World” Mrs. Susie Camp- I Maude, Fred, Fred,Jr., Daurice, Voney , Burns of Waldoboro, were passed to of the Belfast B.P.W. Club, was in the j
bell will give a paper on the general Tolman, Gertrude Simmons. Arlene, the guests. Amid merrymaking the city yesterday calling on several
newlyweds made their escape, bound members of the local organization
subject, outlining the details, etc., Sherwood,
Herr you one of those crazy—I was going to say idots—who sat
Raymond,
Elizabeth
through two hours of rain and wind last Saturday to see two col
Miss Minnie Smith will present a pa Sprowl, Mildred Sprague, Carl Tol-1 on a motor trip to Montreal and other j and visiting the rooms. The object
of
her
visit
was
to
interest
members
lege teams play football? Well, if you must Insist on such foolish
per on "Sightseeing in New York.” man, Bob Harvey. Herman Drake, points, after which they will return
to make their home with the groom's of the Rockland club in the banquet
actions, be sure to be well and properly clothed to keep warm and
Lewis and Dana Phillips.
to
be
given
in
Belfast
Tuesday
evenparents for the present. The bride's
dry. Otherwise a nice little doctor’s bill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert House who
traveling gown was a green wool en i ing, Nov. 4, for Miss Emily R. Kneu
have been in England for two months
Mrs. O. M. Boynton of Vinalhaven semble with matching hat and acces buhl of New York, executive secre
sightseeing, and visiting Mr. House’s is visiting friends in this city.
MEN’S OVERCOATS—all wool and beauties, too, at ...............
tary of the National Federation, and
sories.
former home, arrived home Tuesday.
................................................................................ $16.50, $20.00, $25.00
The display of wedding gifts, in Mrs. Sara Lafflin Hammons, State
Sailing from France on Oct 12, on
The Methebesec -Club meets to
MEN’S MACKINAWS and SPORT COATS—all wool, nice anJ*
the steamship Caroni, Mr. and Mrs. morrow afternoon at the home of cluding money, silver, china, glass, president. The banquet will take
warm, in pretty patterns ...................... $6.98, S9.00, $10.00, $12.00
House landed ln New York, Oct. 20, MW. Ruth Ellingwood, Talbot ave furnishings, etc., was a tribute to the place at the Windsor Hotel, and Miss
MEN’S LUMBERJACKS .............................................. $3.C0, $5.00, $7.00
Doris
Huyler,
president
of
the
local
popularity
of
the
young
couple.
The
going on to Washington, D. C„ for nue, each member being requested to
MEN’S LEATHER COATS ..............................................
$1.3.00, $15.00
10 days, before heading for Rockland. respond to the roll call with a cur bride presented her bridesmaid with club, will arrange reservations for all
MEN’S SHEEPSKIN COATS ............................................... $7.98, $14k00
a silver vanity case, and Mr. Win who wish to attend from here.
rent event. Mrs. Nan Higgs is to
MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................................ S1.00, $1.75, $3.00
Mrs. Edwin Edwards, Mrs. Rhama conduct a Club Institute and it is
MEN’S RAIN COATS ........................................ $4.98, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00
Philbrick, Mrs. Geneva Upham and hoped members will participate free
BOYS’ SHEEPSKIN COATS .................................................. $5.00, $6.00
Mrs. Milton Griffin motored to Port ly. Miss Elizabeth Creighton of
BO-Y-S’ HORSEHIDE COATS
$10.00
land Tuesday, accompanied by Henry Thomaston is to be guest-artist,
BOYS’ IMITATION HORf HIDE COATS ........................ $6.00, $6.50
Howard who was on his way to Bos playing the piano selections which
BOYS’ MACKINAWS-and SPORT COATS ................
$5.00, $10.00
ton for a business trip.
she used in the Rubinstein Club pro
BOYS’ LUMBERJACKS . ......................................................
$3.00, $5.00
gram before the Ethelbert Nevin
BOYS’ LACED LEG PANTS.................................... .......................... $300
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Luda Club ot Sanford-Springvale on Mon
BOYS’ HEAVY SWEATERS ............................................................. $5.00
Mitchell. Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Miss day.
Elizabeth Creighton and Mrs. Faith
We specialize in Boys' Furnishing. Almost anything the boys
G. Berry, members of the Rubinstein Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Blackington
need in the way of clothing is here and at prices which you can
Wear a pair of our
Club, motored to Springvale Monday of Waterville made a brief visit Tues
afford. Have you tried us yet?
>
where they presented an exchange day with Mr. Blackington’s mother,
All Rubber
program before the Ethelbert Nevin Mrs. O. E. Blackington, Limeroek
FLEECE LINED
Club of Sanford-Springvale. The street. They were on their way to
meeting, open to the public, was held Lincolnville Beach where they dined
GOLASHES
in the Methodist church, and the at Beach Inn. Mr. Blackington is
enthusiastic response by the audience one of the most successful attorneys
testified to the ability of the Rock of the Kennebec Bar Association.
land artists. The program:
Capt. and Mrs. M. E. Staples of
Plano—Nocturne ....................:........... Chopin
Impromptu ............ -.............. Chopin Miami, Fla., were dinner guests of
Miss Elizabeth Creighton
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan Monday.
FRI.-SAT.
Contralto—Song of India ......... ..............
................ . ............. Rimsky-Korsakov They had been spending the summer
Mrs. Atwood
in Toronto, Canada, and were guests
Carried in stock
Musical Reading—The Highwayman ....
of friends at Swan’s Island last
......................... Noyes-Fergus
to fit
Three Cheers
week.
They
will
make
a
stop
in
New
Mrs. Wentworth
Soprano—Sunrise and You ...................
York City on their way south.
Any Style Heel
Folks!
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes'
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.
TELEPHONE ............................. 770 or 794-W

Girls Are All Specially Priced

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

AYER’S

»<40
Special Purchase of||Smart J 8

WinkrDresses
Canton Crepe
Wool Crepe
Silk Tweed
Wool Tweed
3 Piece Knitted Dresses

A Varied Collection
for Every Occasion
It seems impossible that dresses of th’s quality
could sell at such low prices, or that such large
selection could be in one store, but through a
special purchase, we secured VALUES that
are EXTRAORDINARY. The style details
. . . tunics, beading, velvet trimmings . . . tell
you that they are “up-to-the-minute” dresses.

COME, LOOK AND COMPARE!

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 Main Street

Rockland

Announcement
Dancing School
Miss Gretchen Fletcher will open a School of Dancing
Saturday Afternoon, November 8, at The Copper Kettle

Classes—2.15 to 3,15 fbr Juniors, 3 to 12Kycars
3.15 to 4.15 for Seniors

Instruction in

Aesthetic, Interpretive, Musical Comedy,

Character and TAI* DANCING

For registration and information rail Phone S52

Be Prepared!

FOR THOSE COLD FALL RAIN AND
SNOW STORMS!

WILLIS AYER

)

‘

—....... «...,................... Arthur A. Penn
Cunning Uttle Thing ...................
............................-...... Arthur A. Penn
Monilng ...:........................ Oley Speaks
Mrs. Mitchell
Plano—Valse Humoresque ....... Tltcomb
Chromatic Waltz ................ Godard
Miss Creighton
Contralto—L'Amour, Tourjoura ............
L'Amour ...................................... Frtml
Allah ........ -............................ Chadwick
The Malden and the Butterfly .......
................................................ Chadwick
Mrs. Atwood
Musical Readings ...The First Day of.......

School ........... ....................

Bartlett

To a Little New House .... Bleecker
Thc Egg Rolling .................... Klemm
Mrs. Wentworth
Soprano—Red Leaves .............. Cecil Ellis
Absent ........ -............................ Metcalf

I

Mrs. Mitchell

Mrs. Berry acted as accompanist.
The ladies were delightfully enter,
tained in homes of the hostess clutj
members for the night.
A 20-lb. turkey will be given free
to the holder of the lowest score be
tween now and Nov. 1, 10.3d p. m., at
Fireproof Garage 18-hole Indoor golf
course. Adults are eligible for the
contest. Price as usual, one cent a
hole.
129-130

>

Continuous service of steaks and
chops and supper specials are now
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The
luncheon idea in connection with the
ice cream parlors has met with high
favor.

109-tf

Seth B. Wetherbee leaves Boston
this week for St. Petersburg, Fla.,
where he will spend .the winter. His
health has considerably improved
since the severt attack of bronchitis
he suffered while in Williamstown,
Mass.

One of the jolliest events of the
fall season took place Monday eve
ning at Temple Hall when a dancing
party was given by Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. John
Clayter of Camden. Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. George
B. Davis, Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Trim. There were 75
couples present. Halloween decora
tions transformed the hall—red
berries and green boughs, pumpkins,
ghosts, corn stalks, orange curtains,
etc., being used very effectively.
Kirk’s Orchestra furnished music,
the dance program including several
novelty dances one of which was a
matched lollipop dance. Sandwiches,
cake, doughnuts and cider were
served by Misses Joan Moulaison,
Madelyn Coffey, Ruth Richards and
Virginia Proctor.
A rummage sale will be held in the
vestry of the Congregational Church
Friday, Oct. 31. Doors open at 9 a.
m.—adv.
128-130

Your choice of either
Guaranteed
Slide Fasteners
or Four Snaps

FRI.-SAT.

CHEVALIER

CHEVALIER

CHEVALIER
in

“PLAYBOY of PARIS”
Pursued by clinging blondes and brooding brunettes.
He's a hard working waiter by day! A lavish
' spending millionaire by night! A devil-maycare heart breaker all of the time!
That's Chevalier! The incomparable play
boy at his best! In the comedy romance
peppered with wine, women and three
Chevalier song hits!
A Paramount Force with . . .

The circus is in
town!
Elephants!
Tigers!
Clowns!
Everything!
Buy your peanuts
and lemonade!
Come On!

EUGENE PALLETTE
Frances Dee, O. P. Heggre
Stewart En. 'n
4th Episode of
RIN TIN TIN in “THE /

A Pathe Circus Story

16 STARS

LONE DEFENDER”,

Fred Scott, Helen Twelvetrees and
14 others
Comedy
News
Cartoon
Special!
Medium toe, flat heel
Rubbers for Oxfords

FRI.-SAT.

CHEVALIER
CHEVALIER

“SWING HIGH”
All First Quality Mer
chandise, Reinforced
heel seats to prevent
heels cutting through

CHEVALIER

Paramount
Sound News

NOW PLAYING
JOHN McCORMACK
in

NOW SHOWING

“RUNAWAY BRIDE”
5 ACTS RKO VAUDEVILLE

“SONG OF MY HEART"

79c

McLain Shoe Store
Rockland, Maine

Hom* of
Paramount
Picture*

On* of th*
Publix

Thaatra*
T*l. 409

Home of Para
mount Pictures
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30.

A Fa amount
Pub'.ix Theatre
SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30
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Every-Other-Day

NO GIFTS!

bURDOpp^.
EASTERN

1 ->• A'«- .......

JUST VALUES!

FURNITURE

CO.

Have stormed our doors- They still continue to come.. We have added to our large
regular force Extra Salesmen, Cashiers and Truckmen. We feel that we are now
in a position to give you the prompt, courteous service that EASTERN FURNI
TURE COMPANY is noted for. Remember—we will remain open Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings.

CROWDS!
CONGOLEUM RUGS
You know what they sell
for.

While they last—

$5.97
PORCH ROCKERS
Hard Maple with a com
fortable cane seat

Only 100

97c

Our entire stock of high grade Living Room Furniture made by
nationally known manufacturers, go into this sale at prices that
will quickly adjust our stock. LIBER AL CREDIT!

$105.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last..... $ 69.77
$119.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last...... 79.77
$135.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last...... 89.77
$145.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last...... 94.77
$160.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last..... 109.77
$175.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES. While They Last..... 129.77
$195.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last...... 149.77
$225.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last...... 169.77
$275.00 LIVING ROOM SUITES, While They Last..... 221.77

To go for—

97c
CARD TABLES

KITCHEN CHAIRS
One lot—a fortunate pur
chase. Out they go at—

Read every word of this ad

Every item

here offered is at a money

Stoves and
Parlor Furnaces
Right now at the very start of the stove selling season, you can

purchase Stoves and Heaters at these drastic Reductions!

A regular $1.95 Card Ta
ble. While they last—

67c

READ!
Realize!
PROFIT!
vertisement.

END TABLES
One hundred only of these
mahogany finished, large
size

Bedroom Suites

Living Room Suites
Greatest Values Ever Offered In Rockland!

PORCELAIN TOP
KITCHEN TABLES
One large lot of these reg
ular $9.50 Porce’a’n Ta
bles. A fortunate purchase
passed on to you. While
they last—

$4.67

Only once in a great while
will you find chairs of. this
quality teing offered at
such drastic lez’uctiors.
While they last, only—

$9.75
DAY BEDS
All beds are of the finest
metal construction and
they are complete with
mattresses. They will go
at—

$13.87

$109.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last $67.77
119.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 78.77
139.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 98.77
154.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 109.77
169.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 119.77
172.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 139.77
185.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 154.77
198.00 BEDROOM SUITES, while they last 167.77
Only Store and Warehouse Stock At These Prices!

IN THIS
SALE

Out They Go ...

$135.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

Out They Go ... 109.77

$139.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

Out They Go.... 119.77

$165.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

Out They Go.... 129.77

$198.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

Out They Go.... 149.77

$245.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.
$298.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

Out They Go.... 189.77
Out They Go.... 229.77

98.00 STOVES will go at......................................................... 67.87
87.77

AND

EVERY STOVE MUST GO!

72.C0 PARLOR FURNACES will go at............................

57.87

are

hundreds

of

other bargains in every de

partment of this great store

DON’T DELAY!

$115.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

..Out They Go .. $ 79.77

98.77

•BED, SPRING AND
MATTRESS
Just imagine! You can now
purchase a Metal Bed with
Spring and a comfortable
Mattress for what you
would ordinarily pay for
just the bed! Complete!

$15.97

LANE
CEDAR CHESTS

REMEMBER
There

FIBRE SUITES

EVERY SUITE MUST GO!

$119.00 DINING ROOM SUITES.

46.67

Some from our higher
priced suites that were sold
odd. Out they go at—

$29.77

for the usual cost of two

65.C0 PARLOR FURNACES will go at..........................

ODD LIVING
ROOM PIECES

Morning, it marked the beginning of OUR GREAT SALE.

'

$69.00 STOVES will go at...................................................... $48.77

$59.00 PARLOR FURNACES will go at............................ $34.47

$4.97

When the doors swung open promptly at 9.00 o’clock Tomorrow

AT STARTLING REDUCTIONS!

You can furnish three rooms

PARLOR FURNACES

FLOOR LAMPS
You will find tags on all of
our Floor and Bridge
Lamps with the savings
just figured out for you.
Some as low as—

These suites are full size.
Full automobile spring
construction, covered in
the season’s newest and
most colorful cretonnes.
They will go at—

STOVES
118.00 STOVES will go at........................................................

$9.97

$27.77

Dining Room Suites

ONLY A FEW!

COGGSWELL

CHAIR

Every Bedroom Suite in our entire stock must go at these Un
heard of Prices!

saving

135.00 STOVES will go at........................................... .............109.77

$1.27

DRESSERS
Good size and they all come in a
new walnut finish. Carload pur
chases make it possible for us to
offer them during this sale at—

Rugs and Floor
Coverings

Fully guaranteed. Fully
protected. They will keep
clothing in perfect condi
tion for years. If you are
now planning Christmas
Gifts, what would be apDreciated any more!
Walnut
Walnut

This stock involves over $10,000.00 worth of high grade Wilt

$14.97

ons, Velvets and Axminsters!

Beds and Bedding
All Floor Samples To Go At Clean-out Prices!

METAL BEDS will go at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $5.97
METAL SPRINGS will go at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.77
COTTON MATTRESSES will go at.. .. .. .. .. .. . • 5.77
SILK FLOSS MATTRESSES go at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7.77
INNER SPRING MATTRESSES go at...... 14.97

EXTRA
SALES
PEOPLE

“UNHEARD OF PRICES”

$35.00 FIBER to go at............................................................... $14.67

46.00 AXMINSTERS to go at .............................................

23.97

62.00 AXMINSTERS to go at ............................................

39.67

110.00 WILTONS to go at......................................................
I

79.37

THEY WiLL GO QUICKLY!

•

A Complete Bedroom.
This includes a chest, a
dresser, a bed, a spring, a
mattress; all for this low
price during our GREAT
SALE!

$37.77

Will be here to take care of
the crowds these SUPER
VALUES will attract!

In Fact, Every Item Will Go At

COMPLETE
BEDROOM

ALL MUST GO!

.50 FELT BASE to go at.................................................................. 27

AXM1NSTER RUGS

.75 FELT BASE to go at.................................................................. 47

9x12
A special purchase allows
us to sell this regular $45
rug for—

.85 FELT BASE to go at.................................................................. 67

2.25 INLAID to go at...................................................................... 1.27

$23.77

